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This study examined racial/ethnic differences in pre-clinical disease, social support, and 

tested whether social support was a moderator of racial/ethnic differences in subclinical 

atherosclerosis. Participants were NHWs, NHBs, and Latinos (n = 283) from the baseline and 

cross-sectional sample of the North Texas Heart Study. Results from unadjusted models showed 

no significant racial/ethnic differences for common or bifurcation intima-media thickness 

(cIMT). However, unadjusted models for cIMT showed a main effect for race/ethnicity F(2, 229) 

= 3.12, p = .046, partial η2  = .027, with Latinos demonstrating significantly greater internal 

cIMT compared to NHB but not NHWs. In minimally adjusted models, there was a main effect 

for race/ethnicity, F(2, 227) = 3.10,  p  = .047, partial η2 = .027, with significantly greater 

internal cIMT in Latinos compared to NHBs but not NHWs. In fully adjusted models, 

racial/ethnic differences in cIMT were attenuated. Contrary to study hypotheses, no racial/ethnic 

differences in social support were found and social support was not a moderator of racial/ethnic 

differences in subclinical disease. In the North Texas Heart Study, few racial/ethnic differences 

emerged, with fully adjusted risk factor models accounting for these differences. 
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CHAPTER 1 

CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE/CORONARY HEART DISEASE (CAD/CHD) 

Novel advances in treatment for major medical conditions have had a drastic impact on 

mortality rates from disease; however, such medicalization relies on the assumption that medical 

factors are the sole determinants of health and that they function as equal opportunity risk factors 

for all ethnocultural communities. Yet, overwhelming evidence counters this claim by 

demonstrating racial/ethnic variations in heart disease prevalence, incidence, morbidity, hospital 

utilization, and mortality (Benjamin et al., 2017). As a result, a “one size fits all” approach is 

incompatible with and hinders knowledge of how heart disease manifests and progresses in 

communities of color. This understanding is critical, given the interconnected social, economic, 

historical and political factors that contribute to health disparities for communities of color living 

in the United States (Braveman et al., 2011). Throughout this paper, racial/ethnic people shall be 

referred to as people of color, communities of color, ethnocultural communities and racial/ethnic 

individuals in order to acknowledge and provide respect to these groups.   

Given racial/ethnic disparities in heart disease, the aims of the current study are to 

examine racial/ethnic differences in preclinical heart disease (i.e., subclinical atherosclerosis), 

perceived social support, and to test the hypothesis of social support as a moderator of 

racial/ethnic differences in subclinical atherosclerosis among participants of the North Texas 

Heart Study. 

The term heart disease is an umbrella term used to classify different pathophysiological 

processes that result in distinct cardiovascular diseases (Cicala, 1998; Schneiderman, Kaufmann, 

& Weiss, 1989). Data from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) suggest the 

most common cardiovascular disease is Coronary Heart Disease (CHD), also known as Coronary 
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Artery Disease (CAD), accounting for half of all heart-related deaths in the U.S. (NHLBI, 2012). 

Given the sizeable prevalence of CAD/CHD, this literature review will focus exclusively on 

CAD/CHD and exclude distinct (yet related) disease processes, e.g., stroke, transient ischemic 

attacks, as the etiology between the two is not always clear (Conforto et al., 2013). For instances 

where a specific CAD/CHD event is indicated (e.g., chest pain, myocardial infarction [MI]), the 

specific type of CAD/CHD event will be noted.   

CAD is a disease process that results from an accumulation of plaques, often composed 

of fat, cholesterol, calcium, lipids, and an immunological response to injury of the endothelial 

lining of the arteries (NHLBI, 2012). The arteries supply oxygen to muscles, including the heart. 

The accumulation of plaques in the arteries results in narrowing of the empty space of the 

arteries (i.e., stenosis). These plaques and fatty streaks can rupture due to the shear stress of 

hemodynamic activity (i.e., higher blood pressure) within the arteries. If there is a rupture of 

plaques, then clogging in other areas of the circulatory system may occur, resulting in reduced 

blood flow or ischemia. Moreover, if stenosis and ischemia occur within the arteries of the heart 

muscle, then chest pain (angina) or a heart attack (MI) may result (NHLBI, 2012). Overtime, the 

arteries become narrow and hard due to the accumulation of plaques; this reduces the oxygen 

supply and makes the heart muscle work harder, resulting in weakening of the heart muscle 

overtime (NHLBI, 2012). Recent data indicate these processes interact with an underlying 

inflammatory response to injury sustained by the inner lining of the arteries (Hansson, 2005; 

Becker, Boer, & van Der Wal, 2001; Libby, 2006; Libby, Ridker, & Maseri, 2002; Libby, 

Ridker, & Hansson, 2011). There is no clear distinction of when CAD becomes CHD; rather, 

CHD refers to the progressive and lifelong disease process of CAD (Grundy, 1999; American 

Heart Association [AHA], 2015). In terms of outcomes, CAD/CHD can result in hard events 
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(e.g., MI, or death) or soft events (e.g., chest pain, coronary insufficiency, etc.). Given the 

similarities in pathophysiology, CAD and CHD are considered a single disease (NHLBI, 2012; 

AHA, 2015).   

CAD/CHD is the leading cause of death for both men and women, accounting for half of 

all heart-related diseases in those below the age of 75 in the U.S (NHLBI, 2012; Benjamin et al., 

2017). Epidemiological data from the 2009-2012 U.S. National Health and Nutrition 

Examination Survey estimate that 15.5 million adults are affected by CAD/CHD (Mozaffarian et 

al., 2015). Moreover, incidence rates (i.e., number of new cases each year) indicate that 635,000 

people develop CAD/CHD and over 300,000 have a recurrent event, e.g., MI (Mozaffarian et al., 

2015). Furthermore, CAD/CHD mortality is high, with 375,295 deaths in the U.S per year 

(Mozaffarian et al., 2015). Thus, CAD/CHD is common, recurrent in nature, and demonstrates 

pronounced morality in the U.S. population.  

 Substantial evidence exists on common and traditional factors that predict higher risk for 

CAD/CHD-related events (Castelli, 1988; Sytkowski, Kannel, & D’Agostino, 1990; Levy, 

Wilson, Anderson, & Castelli, 1990; Pencina, D’Agostino, Larson, Massaro, & Vasan, 2009). 

The majority of these data emerged from the Framingham Heart Studies (FHS) of the NHLBI 

(O’Donnell & Elosua, 2008). The risk factors of the FHS are part of calibrated models used to 

predict the risk of CAD/CHD events, such as MI and death (Wilson, D’Agostino, Levy, 

Belanger, Silbershatz, & Kannel, 1998; D’Agostino et al., 2008). A risk factor is as habit and/or 

medical condition that increase risk for CAD/CHD events; these are categorized into modifiable 

or non-modifiable factors (NHLBI, 2012). Modifiable risk factors refer to controllable factors 

that reduce the development or progression of disease, whereas non-modifiable risk factors 

cannot be controlled (NHLBI, 2012). For example, age is a non-modifiable risk factor that 
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increases risk for an MI (Grundy, 1999; Mozaffarian et al., 2015). As a modifiable risk factor, 

dyslipidemia (defined as elevated total or low density lipoprotein [LDL] cholesterol, low high 

density lipoprotein [HDL] cholesterol, and abnormal triglyceride levels), increases risk for MI 

and death (McBride, 2007; Sharrett et al., 2001; Talayero & Sacks, 2011; Mossafarian et al., 

2015). Moreover, high blood pressure (defined as systolic blood pressure >140 mm Hg and/or 

diastolic blood pressure >90 mm Hg) or hypertension is a modifiable factor that increases risk 

for MI and death (Mossafarian et al., 2015; Wilson, D’Agostino, Levy, Belanger, Silbershatz, & 

Kannel, 1998; Stamler, Stamler, & Neaton, 1993). Additionally, smoking status is a modifiable 

factor that increases risk for MI and death (Parish et al., 1995; Castelli, 1990; Whincup et al., 

2004; Critchley & Capewell, 2003). Lastly, diabetes is modifiable factor that increases risk for 

CAD/CHD death (Huxley, Barzi & Woodward, 2006). Thus, traditional risk factor models are 

composed of several modifiable and non-modifiable factors that predict risk for CAD/CHD-

related events.  

Although helpful, traditional risk factor models do not measure the underlying 

inflammatory disease process for CAD/CHD. Past research conceptualized CAD/CHD as a 

clogging and lipid storage disease (Cicala, 1997; Pollock & Schmidt, 1995). However, 

pathophysiological evidence from the last two decades has shed light on CAD/CHD as an 

inflammatory disease process referred to as atherosclerosis (Hansson, 2005; Becker, Boer, & van 

DTaer Wal, 2001; Libby, Ridker, & Hansson, 2011; Libby, Ridker, & Maseri, 2002; Libby, 

2006). Briefly, injury to the endothelial lining of the arteries, whether through ruptures of 

plaques or the shear stress of hemodynamic activity, results in a low-grade response of pro-

inflammatory biomarkers. These biomarkers are released “upstream” or at the beginning of the 

inflammatory response (e.g., tumor necrosis factor alpha) and “downstream” or more distal to the 
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inflammatory response (e.g., interleukin-6 and C-reactive protein) to injury (Libby, Ridker, & 

Hansson, 2011). Moreover, the advent of novel imaging technology allows researchers to 

approximate this inflammatory process by measuring structural changes to the arteries, 

particularly the thickness of the carotid artery, as described below.  

Carotid intima-media thickness (cIMT) is a biological and subclinical indicator of heart 

disease collected from the carotid arteries of the neck. More specifically, non-invasive ultrasound 

is used to examine the thickness of the intima and media layers of the carotid artery walls. The 

intima and media layers of the carotid artery thicken due to endothelial damage and a low-grade 

inflammatory response, providing an estimation of the atherosclerotic disease burden (Bauer et 

al., 2012). The carotid artery has three anatomical segments: common carotid, bifurcation, and 

internal carotid. Thickness of the artery at any one of these segments greater than one millimeter 

is associated with higher risk for chest pain, MI, and CAD/CHD-related death (Bauer et al., 

2012). Evidence from the Rotterdam Study, a population-based cohort study of older adults in 

the Netherlands, found that for every one standard deviation increase in cIMT, there was a 20-

40% higher risk for an MI (Iglesias del Sol, Bots, Grobbee, & Witteman, 2002). Furthermore, 

meta-analytic and systematic review data found that for every one standard deviation increase in 

cIMT, there was a 26% increase risk for an MI (Lorenz et al., 2007). More recently, 298 

participants age 75 and older from the Longitudinal Investigation for the Longevity and Aging in 

Hokkaido County (LILAC) study found that a progression of 0.03 mm of the common carotid 

IMT was associated with a two-fold risk for cardiovascular-related mortality (Murakami et al., 

2009). However, meta-analytic data from the PROG-IMT Collaboration suggest cIMT 

progression is not associated with a significant risk for CAD/CHD-related events (Lorenz et al., 

2015). In line with this finding, the prevention guidelines of the American College of 
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Cardiologists and American Heart Association have classified cIMT as class III, stating there is 

no benefit to the routine use of cIMT as a marker of risk (Goff et al., 2013). Together, the 

thickness of the carotid artery at any segment provides a subclinical indicator of the 

atherosclerotic disease process but there is debate as to how useful cIMT is in cardiovascular risk 

prediction.  

In the early years of scientific investigation, CAD/CHD was originally recognized as a 

lipid storage disease; however, emerging data from the last two decades has identified an 

underlying inflammatory disease process for CAD/CHD. Although traditional risk factors 

provide important information for risk prediction, these do not measure the underlying 

inflammatory disease process. As such, it is imperative to examine subclinical indicators of 

disease, such as cIMT, for earlier intervention and to improve understanding of the progression 

of CAD/CHD from subclinical to clinical disease. Together, prevalence, incidence, and mortality 

are high for CAD/CHD and subclinical indicators of disease, such as cIMT, represents a 

promising and novel approach to the study of CAD/CHD.  

 

Moderators of CAD/CHD 

 There are several psychosocial factors that moderate CAD/CHD outcomes, including 

gender, socioeconomic status, psychological stress, negative emotions (e.g., anxiety, depression), 

social support, and race/ethnicity. Although this is not an exhaustive list, the current review will 

briefly focus on the aforementioned four factors and end with a focus on social support and 

race/ethnicity.   
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Gender 

 For both men and women, CAD/CHD is the leading cause of mortality. An examination 

of epidemiological data from the 2016 AHA Heart Disease and Stroke Statistical Update report 

suggest CAD/CHD death is higher for men compared to women (269.8/100,000 vs. 184.8/ 

100,000; Mozzafarian et al., 2015). However, women are less likely to receive revascularization 

procedures and are less likely to receive a coronary angiography when hospitalized for an MI 

compared to men (Nguyen, Berger, Duval, & Leupker, 2008). Moreover, evidence suggests 

women carry higher CAD/CHD morbidity into older age compared to men (Mosca, Barrett-

Connor, & Wenger, 2011; Mikkola, Gissler, Merikukka, Tuomikoski, & Ylikorkala, 2013; 

Jousilanhti, Vartianen, Tuomilehto, & Puska, 1999). Additionally, women have different 

CAD/CHD symptoms compared to men, such as extreme fatigue, mid-back pain, 

nausea/vomiting, palpitations, dyspnea, indigestion (DeVon & Zerwic, 2002), tend to have 

diffuse plaques, and demonstrate MIs with no electrocardiogram elevations (Kumar, Kaur, 

Singh, Cornelissen-Guilaume, & Attri, 2014). This does not suggest there is a CAD/CHD 

advantage for women; rather, there are female-specific factors not captured by traditional 

CAD/CHD risk factor models obtained from predominantly male samples (Appelman, Rijn, ten 

Haaf, Boersma, & Peters, 2015). Thus, gender differences affect the clinical presentation, may 

result from differences in quality of care, which have differential effects on CAD/CHD mortality 

for men and women.  

 

Socioeconomic Status 

Ruiz, Steffen and Prather (2012) suggest socioeconomic status (SES) is comprised of 

several resources, including income (Marmot, 2002), education (Ross & Wu, 1995; Culter & 
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Lleras-Muney, 2007), occupation (Marmot et al., 1991; Kuper, Singh-Manoux, Siegrist, & 

Marmot, 2002), subjective social status (Adler, Singh-Manoux, Schwartz, Stewart, Matthews & 

Marmot, 2008), and neighborhood characteristics (Diez-Roux, 2001). These resources tend to 

have a gradient effect on health outcomes; that is, more “wealth” is associated with better health 

(Braveman, Cubbin, Egerter, Williams, & Pamuk, 2010). To illustrate the effect of SES on 

CAD/CHD, Cohen, Janicki-Deverts, Chen, and Matthews (2010) found individuals with low 

SES demonstrated higher CAD/CHD mortality compared to those with higher SES. Moreover, 

evidence suggests low SES is a risk factor for CAD/CHD mortality (Fiscella & Tancredi, 2008; 

Luepker et al., 1993). This effect also emerges when controlling for CAD/CHD risk at baseline 

(Hemingway, Shipley, Macfarlane, & Marmot, 2000). Together, these data suggest SES has an 

inverse relationship with CAD/CHD, such that those who are lower in SES have greater risk for 

worse CAD/CHD outcomes.  

 

Psychological Stress 

The psychological experience of stress contributes to increased risk for CAD/CHD. For 

example, Steptoe and Kivimäki (2012) reviewed the literature and suggested chronic and day-to-

day stress increases risk for CAD/CHD events. This is in line with evidence from the London-

based civil servant Whitehall II study, where psychological distress produced an 83% risk of 

self-report CHD and a 50-60% greater risk of electrocardiograph abnormalities in men and 

women (Stansfeld, Furhrer, Shipley, & Marmot, 2002). Moreover, acute psychological stress 

(e.g., stress, anger) increases risk of CAD/CHD events (Steptoe & Kivimäki, 2013). This is in 

line with data from the INTER-HEART study of 52 countries, where psychological stress 

variables (e.g., stress at work, home, and life events) accounted for substantial variance in risk 
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for MI (Rosengren et al., 2004). Worthy to note, psychological stress accounted for as much 

variance as smoking did in predicting MIs in the INTER-HEART study (Rosengren et al., 2004). 

Additionally, stress increases propensity to negative affectivity, results in an increase reporting 

of negative emotions and greater risk for CAD/CHD (Suls & Bunde, 2005). Thus, a discussion of 

the most widely studied negative emotions associated with CAD/CHD events follows.   

 

Negative Emotions 

Negative emotions are risk factors for CAD/CHD. The most widely researched negative 

emotions include depression, anxiety and anger-hostility (Kubzansky, 2007; Kubzansky & 

Kawachi, 2000; Everson-Rose & Lewis, 2005; Suls & Bunde, 2005). Depression has received 

overwhelming attention as a risk factor for CAD/CHD events (Kubzansky, 2007 p. 68; 

Hemingway & Marmot, 1999). Indeed, a statement from the American Heart Association has 

elevated depression to the status of risk factor for MI, chest pain, and death (Litchman et al., 

2014). Moreover, data suggest that depression influences the progression of recurrent MIs (Sirois 

& Berg, 2003). Second, anxiety has received meta-analytic support as a risk factor, accounting 

for a 26% risk in the incidence of an MI and a 48% risk of CAD/CHD-related mortality (Roest, 

Martens, de Jonge, & Denollet, 2010). For example, data from the cross-sectional Midlife 

Development in the United States (MIDUS) suggest there is higher CAD/CHD risk among those 

with anxiety, independent of depression (Barger, & Sydeman, 2005). Regarding anger, data from 

the Canadian Nova Scotia Health Survey of 785 adults aged 46 to 92 suggest low levels of 

constructive anger and high levels of destructive anger are associated with a 31% increased risk 

in 10-year incidence of MI and death (Davidson & Mostofsky, 2010). Relatedly, a systematic 

review suggests hostility increases CAD/CHD incidence, recurrence, and death from an MI 
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(Hemingway & Marmot, 1999). Taken together, negative emotions play a role in the incidence, 

progression, and death from CAD/CHD.   

 

Social Support 

Decades of research on social support indicate robust and consistent effects on health 

outcomes (Uchino, 2004; Uchino, 2006). This literature base suggests that social support can 

exert an influence on health outcomes through two different pathways: 1) direct effects or 2) 

indirectly as a buffer (Cohen & Wills, 1985).  

The direct effects model posits that social relationships have an impact on the health of 

people by creating positive experiences and affording socially rewarding roles within a 

community; thus a lack of social support directly results in worse health outcomes (Cohen & 

Wills, 1985). Systematic and meta-analytic evidence indicate that lack of social support is 

associated with a 70% increased risk for CAD/CHD-related death in patients with established 

CAD/CHD (Barth, Schneider, & von Kanel, 2010). Thus, social support can have a direct effect 

on CAD/CHD-related outcomes.   

In contrast to the direct effects model, the stress-buffering model suggests that social 

support attenuates the stress appraisal response, such that the perceived availability of resources 

and support buffering against the external demands of the stressor and associated negative 

physiological consequences (Cohen & Wills, 1985). Buffering evidence can be seen in 

cardiovascular reactivity studies (e.g., blood pressure, heart rate, cardiac output, total peripheral 

resistance) where the influence of social support is examined. For example, evidence suggest that 

receiving instrumental support during a math stressor (Craig & Deichert, 2002) or a speech task 

(Uchino & Garvey, 1996) reduces cardiovascular reactivity; however, the quality of the 
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relationship matters (Birmingham, Uchino, Smith, & Light, 2009). Moreover, meta-analytic 

evidence suggests there is a 50% increase in survival among those with strong social ties, 

suggesting that social relationships buffer the effects of mortality (Holt-Lunstad, Smith, & 

Laytin, 2010). Together, social support may operate through a direct effect or stress-buffering 

pathway.  

In addition to identifying pathways, the literature suggests that social support is 

composed of two domains: structural and functional. For example, structural support refers to the 

size of one’s network, the frequency of contact with people from one’s social network, 

membership and community activities, and marital status as measures of how socially integrated 

one is to social support networks (Cohen & Wills, 1985). Additionally, Heany and Israel (2008) 

suggest that structural characteristics of social support include reciprocity, intensity or strength 

of emotional closeness offered within social relationships, complexity, density, homogeneity, 

geographic location, and directionality regarding power and influence.  

Meta-analytic evidence suggests greater structural support results in a 57% decrease in 

all-cause mortality (Holt-Lundstad, Smith, & Layton, 2010). For example, a study of 736 

middle-aged Swedish men found that lack of social support was associated with future MI and 

CAD/CHD death (Orth-Gomer, Rosengren, & Wilhelmsen, 1993). Further, in a community 

sample of adults over 40, social isolation was associated with elevated C-reactive protein and a 

two-fold risk for CHD death compared to adults high on social integration (Heffner, Waring, 

Roberts, Eaton, & Gramling, 2011). Thus, structural support focuses on the size, frequency, and 

level of integration within social networks and this has an effect on CAD/CHD-related events.  

In contrast, functional support represents an individual’s perception of instrumental, 

appraisal, informational and emotional aid from one’s social network (Cohen & Wills, 1985). 
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Heany and Israel (2008) highlight that the function of social networks includes social capital, 

social influence or how actions and thoughts are changed by the actions of others in the social 

network, social undermining, and companionship or sharing leisure activities with others. 

Furthermore, meta-analytic data suggest higher functional support reduces all-cause death by 

46% (Holt-Lundstad, Smith, & Layton, 2010). More specific to CAD/CHD, a meta-analysis 

found lower functional support is associated with a 57% increase in having an MI and death 

(Barth, Schneider, & von Kanel, 2010).  

Studies focusing on the quality of social support indicate that social support is not always 

positive. For example, relationships that are not supportive are associated with increased heart 

rate and lower respiratory sinus arrhythmia (Holt-Lunstad, Uchino, Smith, & Hicks, 2007), and 

higher blood pressure (Holt-Lunstad, Uchino, Smith, Olson-Cerny, & Nealey-Moore, 2003). 

Additionally, relationships high in ambivalence (i.e., those high on support and criticism) have 

an effect on CAD/CHD-related inflammatory biomarkers (Uchino et al., 2016). Together, 

functional support assesses the perception of the quality of one’s social network and this 

influences CAD/CHD outcomes.  

Within this literature base, however, there are several methodological areas of concern. 

For example, there is substantial heterogeneity in the assessment of social support, such as 

conceptualizing social support as a uni-dimensional (i.e., comprised of one indicator) or multi-

dimensional construct (i.e., composed of several domains). Moreover, there is a ‘persistent 

vagueness’ in the construct of social support, which makes it difficult to identify which aspects 

of social support confer salutatory effects on health (Lett et al., 2005). Together, social support is 

composed of structural and functional systems, which differentially influence CAD/CHD 

outcomes.  
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 Several key moderators for CAD/CHD exist. For example, men have higher CAD/CHD 

mortality, whereas women carry higher CAD/CHD morbidity into older age. Moreover, 

socioeconomic status has a gradient effect on CAD/CHD, such that those with the lowest SES 

demonstrate worse CAD/CHD-related events. Psychological stress and negative emotions 

contribute a significant amount of the variance in CAD/CHD-related events. Lastly, social 

support plays a role through a direct effects or buffering pathway on CAD/CHD and can be 

broken down into structural and functional support. Although there is an abundance of data on 

these psychosocial moderators, there are fewer data on race/ethnicity. The next section will focus 

on racial/ethnic differences in CAD/CHD.  
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CHAPTER 2 

RACIAL/ETHNICITY AND CAD/CHD 

Race and ethnicity are two constructs often treated as fixed, discrete, and at times similar 

concepts in the biomedical literature (Kaplan & Bennett, 2003). To this end, there are 

inconsistencies in the CAD/CHD literature on the assessment of race and ethnicity (Kaplan & 

Bennett, 2003). For the purposes of this review, race will be qualified with ethnicity (e.g., non-

Hispanic white) when the methodology is clear and when it is not clear, ethnicity will be 

indicated (e.g., European-Americans will be referred to as Whites, African-American as Blacks, 

and Hispanics as Latinos) throughout this paper.  

 

Racial/Ethnic Variations in CAD/CHD 

The majority of the CAD/CHD literature focuses on White populations, with results 

generalized to other ethnocultural communities. For example, most data on CAD/CHD come 

from the majority White and U.S.-based Framingham Heart Studies (Kannel, McGee, & Gordon, 

1976) and the European Systematic Coronary Risk Evaluation (SCORE) project (Conroy et al., 

2003). Moreover, substantial data suggest the unique psychosocial struggles faced by 

communities of color influence health outcomes (Kagawa-Singer, Dressler, George, & Elwood, 

2015), including CAD/CHD-related outcomes (Whitty, Brunner, Shipley, Hemingway, & 

Marmot, 1999). Generalizing data from White samples to ethnocultural communities does not 

accurately capture the intersecting social, political, economic and historical realities that 

influence the CAD/CHD health of racial/ethnic people. The topic of racial/ethnic variation in 

CAD/CHD outcomes has gained momentum and prompted legislative agenda to create the health 

disparities initiative within Healthy People 2020 (Braveman et al., 2011). Consistent with the 
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aim of Healthy People 2020, the following section highlights significant racial/ethnic disparities 

in CAD/CHD prevalence, incidence, and mortality among Blacks and Whites, and then 

transitions to the paradoxical findings observed in Latinos.  

People of color have a disproportionately greater burden of CAD/CHD (Ferdinand, 2006; 

2014; NHLBI, 2012; NHLBI, 2006; CDC Health Disparities & Inequities Report [CHDIR], 

2013). For example, data from the third wave of the National Health and Nutrition Examination 

Survey in 2009-2012 demonstrate racial/ethnic differences in CAD/CHD prevalence, with higher 

rates among non-Hispanic Blacks followed by non-Hispanic Whites and racial/ethnic variations 

in MI follow a similar pattern (Mozaffarian et al., 2015). Further, epidemiological data indicate 

that non-Hispanic Blacks demonstrate higher CAD/CHD incidence compared to non-Hispanic 

Whites (NHLBI, 2012; NHLBI, 2006; CHDIR, 2013). Higher incidence among the Black 

community is attributed to higher burden of CAD/CHD. For example, Blacks have greater 

subclinical atherosclerosis assessed via carotid intima-media thickness compared to Whites 

(D’Agostino et al., 1996; Mozaffarian et al., 2015; Urbina, Srinivasan, Tang, Bond, Kieltya, & 

Berenson, 2002). Moreover, non-Hispanic Blacks have higher incidence of high blood pressure 

and hypertension (Mozaffarian et al., 2015) with low awareness, treatment and control rates for 

hypertension (Mozaffarian et al., 2015), higher BMI, higher rates of diabetes (Winston, Barr, 

Carrasquillo, Bertoni, & Shea, 2009), and higher rates of smoking (Mozaffarian et al., 2015) 

when compared to non-Hispanic Whites. Regarding mortality, non-Hispanic Blacks consistently 

show higher CAD/CHD-related death compared to non-Hispanic Whites (Barnett & Halverson, 

2000; CHDIR, 2013). Thus, data converge and indicate non-Hispanic Blacks share a 

disproportionately greater burden of CAD/CHD prevalence, incidence, morbidity, and mortality 

compared to non-Hispanic Whites in the U.S. 
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Racial/Ethnic Discrimination and CAD/CHD 

One psychological, social, political and historical experience that is salient to some 

communities of color is racial/ethnic discrimination. Racial/ethnic discrimination, or (more 

globally) racism, takes on many forms. For example, racism occurs at the cultural and 

institutional level, such as public policies and regulations that disadvantage individuals via 

differential access to social, political, and economical resources (Jones, 2000). Institutional 

practices that systemically promote racism and prejudice result in differential access to housing 

(e.g., redlining and/or residential segregation), may influence access to predominantly poor 

quality health care (Burgess, Ding, Hargreaves, & van Ryn, 2008). Moreover, this may be 

reflected in policies resulting in higher rates of ambulance diversions carrying racial/ethnic 

minority patients to hospital emergency departments (Hsia et al., 2012). Discrimination at the 

individual level results in differential and/or unfair treatment, social exclusion, and harassment of 

due to the target person’s racial/ethnic affiliation (Brondolo et al., 2011). Overt and blatant forms 

of discrimination may include a refusal to sit, associate, or interact with racial/ethnic minorities 

because of the target person’s race/ethnicity; these are seen as undesirable and have become less 

common in the U.S. (Pearson, Dovidio, & Gaertner, 2009; Utsey, Ponterotto, & Porter, 2008). 

However, evidence suggests contemporary racism and discrimination have taken on covert forms 

and are insidious in nature; these subtle interpersonal slights are referred to as microaggressions 

(Pearson, Dovidio, & Gaertner, 2009; Sue, et al., 2007; Sue, 2010).  

Moreover, data suggest perceived racial/ethnic discrimination is associated with 

CAD/CHD events (Kessler, Mickelson & Williams, 1999; Finch, Kolody, & Vega, 2000; Mays, 

Cochran, & Barnes, 2007). More specifically, evidence indicates discrimination acts is a unique 

psychosocial stressor for racial/ethnic groups. This psychosocial stressor functions through an 
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acute cardiovascular reactivity pathway and increases risk for chest pain, MI and death (Ahmed, 

Mohammed, & Williams, 2007; Brondolo, Gallo, & Myers, 2009; Brondolo, Love, Pencille, 

Shoenthaler, & Ogedegbe, 2011; Clark, Anderson, Clark, & Williams, 1999; Guyll, Matthews, & 

Bromberger, 2001; Mays, Cochran, & Barnes, 2007; Myers, 2009; Krieger, 1990; Williams & 

Mohammed, 2009; Wyatt, Williams, Calvin, Henderson, Walker, & Winters, 2003). First 

discussed as the John Henryism hypothesis, the cumulative exposure to the psychosocial stress of 

discrimination takes a toll on the cardiovascular health of Blacks in the U.S (Bennett, Merritt, 

Sollers, Edwards, Whitfield, Brandon & Tucker, 2004). To illustrate this, in a sample of 181 

mid-aged Black women part of the Study of Women Across the Nation, chronic exposure to 

discrimination was associated with coronary artery calcification (CAC), a subclinical indicator of 

atherosclerosis (Lewis et al., 2006). Moreover, among 510 asymptomatic racial/ethnic 

participants of the North Texas Healthy Heart Study, racial/ethnic discrimination was associated 

with CAC, with a threefold increase in CAC for those who reacted passively to unfair treatment 

(Cardarelli et al., 2010). Further, in a laboratory paradigm examining cardiovascular reactivity 

and discrimination among 185 normotensive Blacks and Whites, there was increased 

cardiovascular reactivity and slower recovery in Blacks who reported greater past discrimination 

compared to Whites (Richman, Bennett, Pek, Seigler, Williams Jr, 2011). Collectively, 

racial/ethnic discrimination is salient to some communities of color and the persistent and 

chronic nature of these psychosocial experiences may be a unique pathway contributing to 

CAD/CHD outcomes in communities of color (Williams & Mohammed, 2009).  

Evidence suggests racial/ethnic variations in CAD/CHD exist. Within this literature base, 

there is heterogeneity in the reporting of race/ethnicity in the CAD/CHD literature. Nonetheless, 

differences in CAD/CHD broadly suggest high CAD/CHD disparities among Blacks compared 
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to Whites. The disproportionately higher burden demonstrated by Blacks is multifactorial and 

reflects differences in bio-behavioral processes and psychosocial stressors salient to this 

community. The next section will focus on the paradoxical CAD/CHD findings among Latinos, 

as there is little health research that includes this racial/ethnic group. The next section will end 

with social support as a resiliency factor among Latinos.   

 

Latino CAD/CHD Health 

In contrast to the well-documented Black-White differences in CAD/CHD, few data exist 

on Latinos. Of the data available on Latino CAD/CHD health, there is a mixed picture. For 

example, data suggests both greater and lower CAD/CHD prevalence, incidence, and mortality 

compared to non-Hispanic Whites and Blacks (Goff et al., 1997; Goff, Nichaman, Chan, 

Ramsey, Labarthe, & Ortiz, 1997; Rewers, Shetterly, Hoag, Baxter, Marshall, & Hamman, 1993; 

Ninomiya, L’Italien, Criqui, Whyte, Gamst, & Chen, 2004; Howard, Anderson, Sorlie, Andrews, 

Backlund, & Burke, 1994). A monumental advance in this literature base is the advent of the 

epidemiological Hispanic Community Health Study/Study of Latinos (HCHS/SOL), which aims 

to examine prevalence, incidence, and, progression of CAD/CHD in over 16,000 Latinos across 

the U.S. (Sorlie et al., 2010). So far, data from the HCHS/SOL demonstrate low prevalence of 

CAD/CHD among Latinos in the U.S. despite high CAD/CHD risk factor burden (Daviglus et 

al., 2012; Rodriguez et al., 2014). These data are unexpected, given that Latinos as a group have: 

lower rates of physical activity, higher overweight and obesity rates, higher levels of total 

cholesterol levels, higher level of LDL cholesterol, lower level of HDL cholesterol, and higher 

rate of undiagnosed diabetes compared to non-Hispanic Whites and Blacks (Mozaffarian et al., 

2015). Regarding subclinical atherosclerosis, Latinos demonstrate the lowest cIMT values 
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compared to Whites and Blacks (Adolphe, Huang & Cook, 2011 Adolphe, Cook & Huang, 2009; 

D'Agostino et al., 1996; Breton et al., 2011). The complexity increases with findings 

demonstrating heterogeneity in psychosocial stressors within the Latino pan-ethnic label. For 

example, evidence from the HCHS/SOL suggests variation in reporting of racial/ethnic 

discrimination, with Cubans reporting the lowest levels and those of multiple Latino 

backgrounds reporting the highest levels of discrimination (Arellano-Morales et al., 2015). 

Lastly, Latinos have the lowest CAD/CHD mortality compared to non-Hispanic Blacks and 

Whites, a paradoxical finding given high CAD/CHD risk and burden (CHDIR, 2013; Cortes-

Bergoderi et al., 2013; Mendina-Inojosa et al., 2014; Rodriguez et al., 2014; Ruiz, Steffen & 

Smith, 2013; Willey et al., 2012). Thus, Latinos as a group challenge the “one size fits all” 

assumption that is implicit in traditional conceptualizations of CAD/CHD.  

Although the CAD/CHD picture appears paradoxical for Latinos as a group, there is 

substantial variance in risk factor profiles and subclinical disease within this ethnocultural 

community. First, it is important to acknowledge that the Latino pan-ethnic label combines 

several Latino groups with distinct social, political, economic, and historical struggles, which 

influence CAD/CHD health differentially (Rodriguez et al., 2014). With this in mind, evidence 

from MESA suggest there is heterogeneity in CAD/CHD risk factors such that Dominicans and 

other Latinos have lower BMI, lower hip circumference, lower insulin levels, and lower 

percentage of metabolic syndrome compared to Mexican-Americans (Allison et al., 2008). 

Moreover, Puerto Ricans smoke more than Dominicans and other Latinos; Dominicans have 

higher percentage of hypertension compared to Mexican-Americans; Puerto Ricans and other 

Latinos have higher HDLs compared to Mexican-Americans; other Latinos have the highest rates 

of dyslipidemia compared to Mexican-Americans (Allison et al., 2008).  
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From the HCHS/SOL, evidence also indicates heterogeneity in CAD/CHD risk factor 

prevalence within Latinos. For example, evidence suggests that Puerto Rican and Dominicans 

have the highest rates of hypertension. Moreover, Central Americans and Puerto Ricans have 

greater hypercholesterolemia rates than other Latino groups. Furthermore, Puerto Rican men and 

women having the highest prevalence of obesity compared to all other Latino groups. 

Additionally, Mexican men and Puerto Rican women having the highest rates of type 2 diabetes. 

Lastly, Puerto Rican men and women have the highest smoking rates compared to all Latino 

groups (Daviglus et al., 2012). As such, there is significant within-group heterogeneity in risk 

factor profiles, with some Latino groups demonstrating higher CAD/CHD risk factors compared 

to other Latino groups (Daviglus, Pirzada, & Talavera, 2014).  

International studies examining heart disease risk in Latin American countries, such as 

the Cardiovascular Risk Factor Multiple Evaluation in Latin America (CARMELA), corroborate 

U.S.-based findings and suggest within-group differences. For example, there are differences in 

blood pressure among Latino groups (Hernandez-Hernandez et al., 2010; Touboul et al., 2010). 

Moreover, dyslipidemia is high in prevalence among Latinos from a variety of countries 

(Vinueza et al., 2010). In order to understand within-group heterogeneity, the HCHS/SOL will 

systematically explore CAD/CHD risk factors within Latinos to gain insight of the CAD/CHD 

status of Latinos living in the U.S. (Daviglus et al., 2012). This is critical, as researchers stress 

the importance of examining the looming cardiovascular health crisis of Latinos (Davidson et al., 

2006), given the variance in risk factor burden within this pan-ethnic group and data indicating 

that Latinos in the U.S. are a young group of people with low mortality yet increasingly high 

CAD/CHD risk burden (Daviglus, Pirzada, & Talavera, 2014).  
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As previously discussed, traditional risk factor models are used to predict CAD/CHD-

related events; however, these risk factor models are normed on predominantly White samples 

and either underestimate or overestimate risk when applied to Latinos. For example, Laing and 

colleagues found that the 10-year Framingham Risk Scores underestimated CAD/CHD risk 

(Liang et al., 2012). Moreover, risk factor model shows differential effects for Latinos compared 

to Whites and Blacks (Hurley, Estacio, Steiner, & Havranek, 2010). In contrast, there is 

substantial evidence suggesting traditional risk factors overestimate risk for Latinos (Cortes-

Bergoderi et al., 2012; D’Agostino, Grundy, Sullivan, & Wilson, 2001; Jimenez-Corona et al., 

2009; Mitchell, Stern, Haffner, Hazuda, & Patterson, 1990). These mixed findings do not imply 

that Latinos are immune from developing CAD/CHD; rather, there exists heterogeneity in 

CAD/CHD risk factors by race/ethnicity. Additionally, this highlights the need to examine non-

medical factors, including resiliency in the face of adversity, to capture and help explain 

differences in risk factor burden, disease progression and mortality (Gallo, Peñedo, Espinosa de 

los Monteros, & Arguelles, 2009). Taken together, issues with traditional risk factor models 

demonstrate a need to examine non-medical factors to help explain the paradoxical mortality 

advantage seen among Latinos in CAD/CHD (CHDIR, 2013; Cortes-Bergoderi et al., 2013; 

Mendina-Inojosa et al., 2014; Rodriguez et al., 2014; Ruiz, Steffen & Smith, 2013).  

Given slower CAD/CHD progression and lower mortality, the concept of resiliency may 

help explain the CAD/CHD health advantage seen in Latinos. Resiliency refers to the ability to 

rebound and re-integrate in the face of adversity, demonstrate self-determination in overcoming 

barriers, and ability to be flexible and adaptable with changes despite adversity (Earvolino-

Ramirez, 2007). For Latinos, the literature on neighborhood social ties provides insight into 

possible resiliency. This literature base suggests neighborhood social ties in Latinos confer lower 
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risk of CAD/CHD events, such as a heart attack or CAD/CHD-related death (Eschbach, 

Mahnken, & Goodwin, 2005; Peak & Weeks, 2002; Sheffeld & Peek, 2009; Viruell-Fuentes, 

Ponce, & Alegria, 2012; Aranda, Ray, Snih, Ottenbacher, & Markides, 2011; Cagney, Browning 

& Wallace, 2007; Inagami, Borrell, Wong, Fang, Shapiro & Asch, 2010; Kershaw, Albercht, & 

Canethon, 2013; Kimbro, 2009; Landy, Mintzer, Silva, Dearwater, & Schulman, 2012; Lee & 

Cubbin, 2002; Lee & Ferraro, 2007; Mason, Kaufman, Daniels, Emch, Hogan & Savltz, 2011; 

Osypuk, Bates, & Acevedo-Garcia, 2010; Patel, Eschbach, Rudkin, Peek & Markides, 2003; 

Rios, Aiken, & Zautra, 2011). Perhaps the so-called “paradoxical” findings are not paradoxical at 

all; social ties may offset the deleterious health effects of significant disease burden, slowing 

down the progression of disease, and demonstrating lower mortality among Latinos (Ruiz, 

Campos, & García, 2016).  

Latinos represent a heterogeneous and young group of with varying degrees of 

CAD/CHD risk burden. The advent of longitudinal and multi-site studies permits the 

examination of CAD/CHD, including the atherosclerotic disease process, among Latinos. It is 

important to explore if there truly is a Latino paradox in CAD/CHD outcomes or if previous 

studies have miscalculated CAD/CHD risk in Latinos. Similar to past longitudinal research 

programs (e.g., Framingham Heart Study and the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis), 

examining subclinical disease is important, as preclinical disease predicts clinical events such as 

MI and CAD/CHD death. Lastly, it is possible there is an underlying resiliency component, i.e., 

social support, that may explain the high risk factor burden yet low CAD/CHD progression and 

mortality seen in Latinos.   
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CHAPTER 3 

SOCIAL SUPPORT AS RESILIENCY 

Given the importance of resiliency factors in CAD/CHD health, this section will focus on 

racial/ethnic differences in social support. Moreover, this section will end with a review of 

conceptual models that provide a framework for social support as a moderator of racial/ethnic 

differences in subclinical disease. 

 

Racial/Ethnic Differences in Social Support  

Most of the literature examining Black-White differences in social support focuses on 

structural support, showing that Blacks have smaller social networks compared to Whites 

(Cantor, Brennan, & Sainz, 1995). For example, some researchers found that Blacks have similar 

numbers of kin but fewer friends compared to Whites (Griffin, Amodeo, Cassandra, & Irene, 

2006). Others have found that Blacks have greater contact with friends, relatives, and neighbors 

compared to Whites (Cantor, Brennan, & Sainz, 1995; Kim & McKenry, 1998; Johnson & Barer, 

1990). Additionally, Blacks have more contact with political organizations and church members 

compared to Whites (Kim & McKenry, 1998). Indeed, church provides higher informal support 

for Blacks (Taylor & Chatters, 1986; Taylor & Chatters, 1988) compared to Whites (Krause, 

2002; Krause, 2002) and is associated with greater subjective well-being in Blacks compared to 

Whites (Taylor, Chatters, Hardison, & Riley, 2001). Some researchers posit that the lifelong 

experiences of racial/ethnic discrimination promote smaller social networks among Blacks, 

affecting who can be trusted and who can join their social networks (Roschelle, 1997). Despite 

smaller social networks, data suggests that within-family network ties are salient to the social 

support experiences of Blacks.  
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The caregiving literature also provides insight into Black-White differences in social 

support. For example, Blacks are more likely to report greater familial support in caring for their 

demented family members compared to Whites (Connell & Gibson, 1997). However, other 

evidence suggests minority group members, including Blacks, are less likely to perceive familial 

support in caring for their demented family member compared to Whites (Janevic & Connell, 

2001). In a study of caregivers of youth with behavioral problems, Blacks perceive significantly 

less social support compared to non-Hispanic Whites (McCabe, Yeh, Lau, Garland, & Hough, 

2003). Meta-analytic evidence demonstrates a much more nuanced picture, such that Blacks 

perceive higher informal support compared to Whites within the context of caregiving (Pinquart 

& Sorenson, 2005).  

It is worthy to note, very few studies have examined racial/ethnic differences in 

functional support. For example, in a study of 344 undergraduate students, no racial/ethnic 

differences in functional support emerged (Goans, 2015). Moreover, in a differential item 

functioning analysis, Blacks endorsed fewer items on a measure of functional support compared 

to Whites (Sacco, Casado, & Unick, 2010). Taken together, there appears to be a mixed picture 

among Black-White differences in functional support, such that Blacks report lower, comparable, 

or higher functional social support compared to Whites. 

 Similar to the Black-White evidence, most of the literature base on Latinos and social 

support focuses on describing structural support, with limited and mixed findings for functional 

social support. As a group, Latinos tend to be collectivistic, placing importance on maintaining 

pleasant social interactions compared to Whites (Gallo, Peñedo, Espinosa de los Monteros, & 

Arguelles, 2009; Katiria Perez & Cruess, 2014). This focus on social relationships is associated 

with cultural norms that value warm, positive, and smooth social interactions (e.g., familismo, 
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personalismo, simpatía); this extends to familial support (Cuellar, Arnold, & Gonzalez, 1995; 

Gallardo & Paoliello, 2008; Marín, & Marín, 1991; Rodriguez, Mira, Paez, & Myers, 2007). 

Perhaps Latinos’ focus on within-family social ties may help promote greater and stronger social 

ties for this ethnocultural community.  

Regarding structural support, data indicate that Latinos are more likely to live near, stay 

in touch, and assist extended family members compared to Whites (Baca Zinn, & Wells, 2000; 

Burr & Mutcher, 1999; Kamo, 2000; Keefe & Padilla, 1987). Moreover, evidence suggests 

Latinos have greater face-to-face and phone/letter contact with extended kin compared to Whites 

(Freeberg & Stein, 1996; Valenzuela & Dornbush, 1994). Thus, there appears to be a consistent 

finding that Latinos have greater structural support compared to Whites.  

Concerning functional support, data suggests Latinos are less likely to provide financial 

assistance (Lee & Aytac, 1998), physical or practical support (Roschelle, 1997; Spreitzer, 

Schoeni, & Rao, 1996; Keefe, Padilla, & Carlos, 1979), and varying degrees of emotional 

support to kin compared to Whites. Moreover, some findings suggest that Latinos provide lower 

emotional support compared to Whites (Spreitzer, Schoeni, & Rao, 1996) and others indicate no 

differences compared to Whites (Keefe, Padilla, & Carlos, 1979). In a study of over 8,000 

participants, Latinos reported lower levels of perceived friend support compared to Whites 

(Chang, Chen, & Alegría, 2014). Together, there are mixed findings in functional support for 

Latinos when compared to Whites.  

Few data exist that comparatively examine racial/ethnic differences in social support. For 

example, in a study of parents of youth with emotional and behavioral problems, McCabe and 

colleagues (2003) found that Blacks reported lower social support compared to Whites, whereas 

there were no differences in social support between Latinos and Whites. Moreover, Almeida, 
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Molnar, Kawachi and Subramanian (2009) found that Mexican immigrants reported higher 

familial support compared to Whites. A study of 344 undergraduate students at a southwestern 

university found no differences in functional social support among Latinos, non-Hispanic Whites 

and Blacks (Goans, 2015). Lastly, recent evidence suggests racial/ethnic differences in social 

support are a function of low endorsement of social support items measured by current social 

support inventories (Sacco, Casado, & Unick, 2010). This is important to note, as there may be 

differences in the social support experience of racial/ethnic communities that are not captured by 

current social support measures. Thus, there appears to be a mixed picture in comparative 

differences, which is probably due to limited comparative data regarding racial/ethnic differences 

in social support.  

 Evidence demonstrates there are racial/ethnic differences in social support. Although the 

literature appears mixed, and results are often nuanced, social support (as a broad construct) is a 

useful concept to explore as a buffer/resilience factor for health outcomes. The next section will 

focus on frameworks that conceptualize social support as a resilience factor in health outcomes. 

 

Resiliency Frameworks 

One model that includes social support as a resilience factor is the reserve capacity model 

(RCM). This model suggests that groups with specific social statuses, such as racial/ethnic 

people, experience fewer positive events and greater experiences with stress, in the form of daily 

hassles and major life events due to lower social status and unequal access and distribution of 

social resources (Gallo & Matthews, 2003). These experiences function as stressors and 

influence cognitive-affective systems (i.e., increase negative affect, decrease positive emotion, 

hostility). The model posits there are reserve capacity factors that function as a “bank” to help 
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offset the effect of the aforementioned stressors, such as social support. The stressors, and the 

associated reserve capacities of the individual, interact directly and indirectly with biological 

indicators (e.g., immune and cardio-metabolic functioning) and behavioral factors (e.g., diet, 

physical activity, smoking, substance use, sleep), influencing morbidity and mortality. Worthy to 

note, several studies have examined specific pathways of the RCM, with few studies including 

Latinos (Howarter & Bennett, 2013). Thus, the RCM provides a framework to examine 

resiliency and test the hypothesis that social support is a moderator of racial/ethnic differences in 

subclinical disease.   

In a similar light, social capital theory incorporates sociological, economic, political, and 

psychological perspectives that place value on the bonding, bridging and linking that occurs 

within neighborhood social networks that promote cohesion and trust (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 

1992; Coleman, 1990). For example, Portes (1998) suggests social capital is comprised of 

several factors, including values introjection; bounded solidarity, reciprocity exchanges, and 

enforceable trust or community members adhering to the social norms and expectations of the 

social network. In line with this theory, evidence implicates greater social capital with better 

health outcomes (Kawachi, & Berkman, 2000). Among Latinos and other racial/ethnic minority 

groups, extensive evidence suggests the cultural norms and trust held in ethnically dense 

neighborhoods confer resiliency within the context of mental and physical health outcomes 

despite social adversity (Bécares et al., 2012). Together, focusing on the rich social ties that 

individuals develop within their neighborhoods represents another framework to examine social 

support as a moderator of racial/ethnic differences in subclinical disease.  

 From the literature reviewed, the data available on racial/ethnic differences in social 

support are mixed. Moreover, data on social support as a resiliency factor among racial/ethnic 
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groups are needed. Thus, the currents study will shed light on social support as a resiliency factor 

in subclinical disease.   

 

Current Study 

The overall aims of the current study are to examine whether racial/ethnic differences are 

evident in measures of preclinical disease and whether these differences are moderated by social 

support. The current study will examine these aims in a secondary analysis of the North Texas 

Study. The current sample was drawn from a larger study examining social vigilance and 

atherosclerotic risk in the North Texas area. Regarding study hypotheses, there are two 

racial/ethnic specific hypotheses and two overall sample hypotheses. It is hypothesized that there 

will be: 1) racial/ethnic differences in cIMT, such that Latinos (compared to non-Hispanic 

Whites [NHWs] and Blacks [NHBs]) will have lower cIMT, and 2) racial/ethnic differences in 

perceived social support, such that Latinos will report greater perceived social support compared 

to NHWs and NHBs. Regarding overall sample hypotheses, it is expected that: 1) social support 

will be associated with lower cIMT and 2) perceived social support will moderate racial/ethnic 

differences in cIMT. The implications of this work include: 1) comparative evidence for 

racial/ethnic differences in preclinical disease, 2) data on racial/ethnic differences in social 

support, and 3) testing the stress-buffering hypothesis within the context of subclinical 

atherosclerosis in racial/ethnic groups.  
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CHAPTER 4 

METHOD  

Participants 

The Institutional Review Board of the University of North Texas approved the current 

investigation. The North Texas Heart Study is a longitudinal project that recruited a community 

sample of 300 adults (150 men, 150 women), ages 21 to 70 years. The larger parent sample is 

stratified by age within gender and race/ethnicity. In the larger parent dataset, the mean age at 

enrollment was 42.44 years (SD = 12.76), with men younger than women (M = 41vs. 44). A 

majority of participants were married (62%), owned a home (63%), and were employed outside 

the home (79%). The diverse sample includes 59% NHWs, 15% NHBs, and 19% Latinos, of 

which 75% self-identified as being of Mexican descent, and 7% identifying as “Other.” 

Participants represented a broad range of educational backgrounds, although more than 86% 

reported some college. Similarly, the sample reflected significant income diversity with 12% 

reporting a household income less than $20,000 and 10% above $150, 000, and a modal annual 

household income of $75,000 to $100,000. Regarding the current study, there were 283 

participants and demographic characteristics are shown in Table A.1 in Appendix A.  

 

Procedures 

All sessions were conducted on Thursday mornings at a single-site vascular medicine 

clinic. Following arrival and consent, all participants underwent a brief physical exam, personal 

and family medical history, and a review of current medications and conditions. Participants 

were rescheduled if there was evidence of acute illness/infection. Moreover, each participant 
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underwent a carotid artery scan to collect cIMT (as described below). Finally, participants 

completed a psychosocial survey, which included the social support variable in the current study.    

 

Independent and Outcome Variables 

Race/ethnicity was used as the primary independent variable as a categorical variable in 

some analyses and dummy coded in other analyses to reflect combined ethnicity and race. 

Ethnicity was assessed with the item: “Are you of Hispanic or Latino origin or descent” (Office 

of Management and Budget, 1997). Race was self-reported by the patient from a standard list 

that included Black, White, and Asian. For the purposes of the current study, we focused on only 

three specific groups: non-Hispanic Whites, non-Hispanic Blacks, and Latinos. For moderation 

analyses, these variables were dummy coded, with non-Hispanic Whites used as the reference 

group; this is consistent with recommendations from the National Center for Health Statistics 

(Keppel, et al., 2005) and in line with previous examinations of racial/ethnic differences in this 

dataset (Uchino et al. 2016).  

The interpersonal social evaluation list (ISEL) 12-item was used in the current study to 

assess perceived social support (Cohen, Mermelstein, Kamarck, & Hoberman, 1985). This 

measure assessed social support using a four point likert scale, ranging from 1 (definitely false) 

to 4 (definitely true). It is scored by adding the items to create a total social support score (range 

= 1-4) composed of the average of the three subscale, which are indicative of appraisal, 

belonging, and tangible social support. This measure was scored in line with published work 

(Uchino et al., 2016). Sample questions from each subscale include: “I feel that there is no one I 

can share my most private worries and fears with” (appraisal), “If I decide one afternoon that I 

would like to go to a movie that evening, I could easily find someone to go with me” 
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(belonging), and “If I were sick, I could easily find someone to help me with my daily chores” 

(tangible). Items 1, 2, 7, 8, 11, and 12 are reverse coded. The ISEL-12 has demonstrated 

adequate reliability among Whites (Cohen, Mermelstein, Kamarck, & Hoberman, 1985), Blacks 

(Holt, Clark, Debnam, Williams, Schulz, & Wang, 2010), and both English and Spanish–

speaking Latinos (Merz et al., 2014). The current study examined the total score as an overall 

and broad measure of perceived social support and differences at the subscale level as specific 

types of functional support. For moderation analyses, this variable was mean centered. The 

current sample demonstrated adequate internal consistency in the overall total scale (.86) and 

reliability estimates for each racial/ethnic group were similar (.80 for Latinos; .88 for NHBs; .88 

for NHWs; Uchino et al., 2016).  

Participants underwent a high-resolution B-mode ultrasonography assessing carotid 

intima-media thickness (cIMT). A single sonographer with extensive vascular ultrasound 

experience performed all examinations. A Phillips ultrasound system was used to capture cIMT 

measurements. All participants were asked to lie in the supine position and rotated their neck to 

the opposite side of examination. A Meijer Arc was used, which allowed for standardization in 

measuring cIMT from both carotid arteries at various angles of the far wall (Eight frames total; 

right: 90, 150, 210, 270; left: 90, 150, 210, 270) and different segments (common carotid, 

bifurcation, and internal carotid). Two trained and independent scorers, who achieved reliability 

in scoring, calculated this variable. Moreover, the mean maximum value of the far wall for each 

cIMT segment (i.e., common, bifurcation, and internal) was used to provide an estimate of 

thickness at each segment.   
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Proposed Hypotheses 

 The following are the proposed hypotheses for the current study. This section will begin 

with racial/ethnic specific hypotheses and then transition to overall sample hypotheses.  

Hypothesis 1:  It was hypothesized that there would be racial/ethnic differences in cIMT. 

More specifically, Latinos would demonstrate lower levels of preclinical disease (i.e., cIMT) 

compared to NHBs and NHWs.  

Hypothesis 2: It was hypothesized that there would be racial/ethnic differences in overall 

perceived social support. More specifically, Latinos would report higher level of overall 

perceived social support compared to NHBs and NHWs.  

Hypothesis 3: Regarding overall sample hypotheses, it was hypothesized that there would 

be a negative relationship between perceived social support and cIMT (i.e., higher social support, 

lower cIMT) in the overall sample. This hypothesis is consistent with the notion of social support 

having a buffering effect on health outcomes (Cohen & Wills, 1985) and this may extend to 

preclinical disease (i.e., cIMT).  

Hypothesis 4: It was hypothesized that perceived social support would moderate 

racial/ethnic differences in cIMT in the overall sample. This is consistent with the conceptual 

frameworks of the reserve capacity and social capital models previously described.  

 

Proposed Statistical Analyses 

 The following are the proposed analytic strategies used for the current study. It is 

important to note; various statistical techniques were used to examine the proposed hypotheses. 

In addition, these analyses are pilot and exploratory, as there is limited data on each of the 

hypotheses listed above. 
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Hypothesis 1: Consistent with CV research, racial/ethnic differences in cIMT were 

examined through: 1) unadjusted models with no covariates, 2) minimally adjusted models, 3) 

traditionally adjusted models, and 4) selectively adjusted models. These hypotheses were tested 

by using Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) and Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVAs). For these 

analyses, post-hoc comparisons were conducted only when analyses indicated significant 

racial/ethnic differences. Separate ANOVAs and ANCOVAs were used in order to maximize 

statistical power to detect an effect, as small cell sizes for race/ethnicity and the cIMT variable 

were anticipated. Covariates for the ANCOVAs were identified from a correlational matrix 

between cardiovascular risk factors (i.e., age, gender, BMI, cholesterol, smoking status, diabetes, 

income, alcohol use) and cIMT segments. From the correlational matrix, variables significantly 

related to cIMT were used as covariates. In these analyses, race/ethnicity was the independent 

variable with three levels (NHBs, NHWs, and Latinos) and each cIMT segment was the outcome 

variable. Finally, post-hoc comparisons and simple contrasts were conducted only if there was a 

main effect for race/ethnicity.  

Hypothesis 2: To examine racial/ethnic differences in social support, a one-way ANOVA 

with race/ethnicity as the independent variable with three levels (NHBs, NHWs, and Latinos) 

and perceived social support (total scores) as the dependent variable was used. Moreover, 

racial/ethnic differences in the subscales of the social support measure were examined by using 

three separate One-Way ANOVAs. Post-hoc analyses were conducted only when there was a 

main effect for race/ethnicity.  

Hypothesis 3: To examine the relationship between perceived social support and cIMT in 

the overall sample, correlational analyses between perceived social support (total and subscales) 

and the three cIMT segments were conducted.   
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Hypothesis 4: In order to explore the possibility of social support as a resiliency, three 

separate moderation analyses were conducted to test the hypothesis that perceived social support 

(total scores) acts as a moderator for racial/ethnic differences in cIMT. Recommendations from 

Frazier, Tix and Baron (2004) and Aiken and West (1991) for moderation using regression were 

used, including dummy coding race/ethnicity as the independent variables (two groups, Latinos 

and NHBs; NHWs were used as the reference group) and mean centering the social support 

variable (ISEL total scores). The first block of the regression analysis contained the dummy 

coded race/ethnicity variables and the centered social support variable (total score). The second 

block contained the interaction of race/ethnicity and social support, representing the moderation 

effect.  

 

A Priori Power Analyses 

A priori power analyses were run using G*Power version 3.1.9.2 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang 

& Buchner, 2007; Faul, Erdfelder, & Lang, 2009). The power analyses described below were 

conducted, as there is no evidence in the literature regarding a prioripower analyses with the 

abovementioned variables. This may be due to the use of epidemiological datasets, which often 

use large sample sizes to examine these phenomena. Also, the required power given effect sizes, 

sample size, and alpha level was calculated. The current study is a somewhat modest sample 

size; however, this warranted an examination of the effect sizes required to detect racial/ethnic 

differences in cIMT and social support. Therefore, analyses were conducted in order to maintain 

statistical power, as low sample sizes for each cIMT segment (i.e., common, bifurcation, 

internal) were anticipated. Finally, it is important to note that these power analyses are 

exploratory in nature and provide a novel contribution to the literature.  
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Common carotid artery (CCA) a priori power analysis: Based on previous literature, the 

largest effect size found for racial/ethnic differences in CCA was d = .26 (i.e., f = .13; Cohen, 

1977). Given that effect, 574 participants are needed to detect an effect with anticipated power (1 

- ß) = .80 at an alpha of .05. As such, the current study is underpowered for detecting 

racial/ethnic differences for this cIMT segment.   

Bifurcation (BIF) a priori power analysis: From the existing literature, the largest effect 

size found racial/ethnic differences in BIF was d = .12 (i.e., f = .06; Cohen, 1977). It is important 

to note there are few studies that examine racial/ethnic differences in BIF, with no studies 

including Latinos. Given that effect, 2,680 participants are needed with power (1 - ß) = .80 to 

find significance at α = .05. Therefore, the current study is underpowered for detecting 

racial/ethnic differences in bifurcation cIMT.  

Internal carotid artery (ICA) a priori power analysis: Based on previous literature, the 

largest effect size for racial/ethnic differences in ICA was d = .28 (i.e., f = .14; Cohen, 1977). 

Given that effect, 171 participants are needed to detect a significant effect with power (1 - ß) = 

.80 at an alpha of .05. Thus, the current study is adequately powered to detect racial/ethnic 

differences in internal cIMT.    

Social support a priori power analysis: From the existing literature, the largest effect size 

found for racial/ethnic differences in social support was d = .18 (i.e., f = .09, converted to f2 = 

.02; Cohen, 1977). Given that effect, 395 participants are required to detect an effect with power 

(1 - ß) = .80 and α = .05. As such, the current study is expected to be underpowered to detect 

racial/ethnic differences in social support.  
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

 For the current study, several analytic strategies were used to explore the proposed 

hypotheses. First, descriptive statistics demonstrated the cardiovascular health profile of the 

sample. Second, assumptions for each statistical procedure were examined. Third, each 

hypothesis was tested with the proposed analytic strategies. Lastly, results of moderation 

analyses using regression are described.  

 

Descriptive Results 

Demographic information and other descriptive results are displayed Table A.1 in 

Appendix A. Broadly, the sample was similar to the larger parent study; however, the sample 

was reduced to 283, as 17 participants that identified as “Other,” “Asian,” or “Pacific Islander” 

were excluded from analyses. According to Table A.1, all social support subscales, and C-

reactive protein were normally distributed and had no significant skewness or kurtosis (i.e., not ± 

3.29) according to statistical recommendations (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Several variables 

demonstrated non-normal distributions (i.e., positive skew; leptokurtotic), including: 

triglycerides, fasting blood glucose, Interleukin-6, Tumor Necrosis Factor alpha, and all three 

carotid intima-media thickness (cIMT) segments (i.e., common, bifurcation, internal); however, 

these findings are expected, as the current sample is a non-clinical sample of individuals without 

overt clinical manifestation of cardiovascular diseases.  

As seen in Table A.1, there were significant racial/ethnic differences (mostly Black-

White differences) in cardiovascular risk factors.  
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Table 1  

Racial/Ethnic Differences in Covariates 

  NHW (n = 180)  NHB (n = 46) Latino (n = 57) 
Variable    
Age (SD) 44.87 (12.95)a 35.52 (11.10)a  41.68 (11.21) 
Median Incomeb $75,000-100,000b $30,000-$40,000b $50,000-75,000 
Current smoking (%) 6.1% 11.1% 5.4% 
Current alcohol use (%) 77% 73.9% 64.9% 
Diabetes status (%) 3.9% 8.7% 5.3% 
Hypertension status (%) 24.3% 37% 21.8% 
Body Mass Index (SD)c 28.68 (5.86)c 31.06 (7.88)c 30.97 (6.39) 
Cholesterol (SD)d 192.74 (34.09)d 175.15 (34.09)d 183.32 (36.24) 

Note: NHW = non-Hispanic White. NHB = non-Hispanic Black. aF(2, 280) = 10.81, p < .001, η 2 = .072; NHWs > 
NHBs. bF(2, 269) = 12.95, p < .001, partial η 2 = .09; NHWs > NHBs. cF(2, 279) = 4.43, p = .013, partial η 2 = .03, 
NHB > NHWs. dF(2, 280) = 5.05,  p = .007, partial η 2 = .04; NHBs  > NHWs. Chi-square tests comparing 
racial/ethnic differences in the other variables were not significant.  
 

Given the importance of standardization of findings, the cardiovascular risk factors are 

framed within the context of cardiovascular (CV) health indicators; this is in line with the format 

of the American Heart Association’s (AHA) statistical update reports (Benjamin et al., 2017). 

Briefly, the AHA statistical reports contain the Cardiovascular Health Impact Goals of the AHA 

2020, which provide levels (i.e., poor, intermediate, and ideal) for bio-behavioral cardiovascular 

indicators (e.g., blood pressure, cholesterol levels, BMI, fasting glucose, smoking status, 

physical activity, and diet) among adults over the age of 20. This standardization allows for a 

comprehensive overview of CV health. The reader is referred to Table 1 for AHA’s ranges for 

ideal, intermediate, and poor levels. As seen in Figure A.1 in Appendix A, the overall CV health 

in the current sample is characterized as intermediate and ideal for most CV risk factors; 

however, the sample demonstrated intermediate-poor levels in BMI. Lastly, Figure A.2 in 

Appendix A provides a side-by-side comparison of the current sample’s six CV health indicators 

compared to the national averages of cardiovascular health indicators.  
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Assumptions 

Prior to interpreting analyses, assumptions of ANOVA, ANCOVA, correlational and 

moderation analyses were examined.  

 

ANOVA Unadjusted Models 

With regards to common cIMT, Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances was not 

significant, F(2, 280) = 2.372, p = .095, indicating equal variances across groups. Concerning 

bifurcation cIMT, Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances was not significant, F(2, 257) = 

.513, p = .513, indicating equal variances across groups. In reference to internal cIMT, Levene’s 

test of homogeneity of variances was significant, F(2, 229) = 4.48, p = .012, indicating unequal 

variances across groups. Given that the assumption of homogeneity of variances was violated, 

the Brown-Forsythe adjustment was used. This correction uses the median to calculate absolute 

deviations (instead of the mean), is a robust measure for non-normal data, and retains statistical 

power (Brown & Forsythe, 1974; Tomarken & Serlin, 1986). As a result, robust tests of equality 

of means were not significant, F(2, 75.13) = 2.41, p = .097, indicating equal variances across 

groups. Thus, assumptions were met for all ANOVA unadjusted models.   

 

ANCOVA Minimally Adjusted Models 

In terms of these analyses, models were specified with the covariates age, gender, and 

BMI; both age and gender were selected as covariates given the significant correlations that these 

variables demonstrated with all cIMT segments, whereas BMI was identified as a covariate due 

to the intermediate-poor levels in the overall sample.  
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Regarding common cIMT, Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances was not significant, 

F(2, 279) = .967, p = .382, indicating equal variances across groups. Moreover, testing the 

homogeneity of regression slopes assumption revealed no significant differences, indicating 

similar regression slopes across groups. 

With respect to bifurcation cIMT, Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances was not 

significant, F(2, 256) = .511, p = .600, indicating equal variances across groups. Moreover, 

testing the homogeneity of regression slopes assumption indicated different regression slopes for 

age, resulting in age not being used as a covariate for this segment.   

Concerning internal cIMT, Levene’s test of homogeneity of variance was significant, 

F(2, 228) = 4.30, p = .015, suggesting unequal variances across groups. Moreover, testing the 

homogeneity of regression slopes assumption revealed significantly different regression slopes 

for age and gender, but not BMI, resulting in age and gender not being used as covariates in this 

segment. Given the assumption of homogeneity of variances was not met (i.e., there was a 

significant Levene’s test) and a violation of homogeneity of regression slopes, this analysis 

should be interpreted with caution. Together, statistical assumptions for the minimally adjusted 

models were met for common and bifurcation cIMT but not internal cIMT. 

 

ANCOVA Traditionally Adjusted Models 

Consistent with CV research, traditionally adjusted models included age, diabetes, 

smoking status, systolic blood pressure, and BMI as covariates. In terms of common cIMT, 

Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance was not significant, F(2, 261) = .977, p = .378, 

indicating equal variances across groups. Moreover, testing the homogeneity of regression slopes 

assumption revealed no significant differences, indicating similar regression slopes.  
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Regarding bifurcation cIMT, Levene’s test for homogeneity of variances was not 

significant, F(2, 240) = .453, p = .637, indicating equal variances across groups. Next, testing the 

homogeneity of regression slopes assumption revealed no significant differences, indicating 

similar regression slopes. 

In reference to internal cIMT, Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances was significant, 

F(2, 213) = 3.28, p = .040, indicating unequal variances across groups. Additionally, testing the 

homogeneity of regression slopes assumption revealed no significant differences. Given 

heterogeneity of variance with internal cIMT, this analysis should be interpreted with caution. 

Taken together, statistical assumptions for the traditionally adjusted models were met for 

common and bifurcation cIMT but not internal cIMT. 

 

ANCOVA Selectively Adjusted Models 

For the selectively adjusted models, segment-specific covariates that emerged from the 

intercorrelational matrix (i.e., all variables that were significantly associated each cIMT 

segments) were included as covariates. This resulted in different covariates emerging for each of 

the cIMT segment.  

In terms of common cIMT, Levene’s test for homogeneity of variances was not 

significant, F(2, 261) = 2.44, p = .089, indicating equal variances across groups. Moreover, 

testing the homogeneity of regression slopes revealed no significant differences.  

Regarding bifurcation cIMT, Levene’s test for homogeneity of variances was not 

significant, F(2, 245) = .688, p = .375, indicating equal variances across groups. Next, testing the 

homogeneity of regression slopes assumption revealed no significant differences.  
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In reference to internal cIMT, Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances was significant, 

F(2, 229) = 5.33, p = .005, indicating unequal variances across groups. Additionally, testing the 

homogeneity of regression slopes assumption revealed significantly different slopes for age. 

Given heterogeneity of variance with internal cIMT, results of this analysis should be interpreted 

with caution. Together, statistical assumptions for the selectively adjusted models were met for 

common and bifurcation cIMT but not internal cIMT. 

 

ANOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in Social Support 

Regarding overall social support, Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances was not 

significant, F(2, 280) = .401, p = .670, indicating equal variances across groups. Levene’s tests 

of homogeneity of variance were not significant for any of the social support subscales, 

suggesting equal variances for each social support subscale. As such, statistical assumptions for 

ANOVAs exploring racial/ethnic differences in social support were met. 

 

Associations between Social Support and cIMT 

In order to examine the association of social support and cIMT, correlational analyses 

were used. Correlation analyses have several assumptions, namely that there is a linear 

relationship between the two variables, no significant outliers, and testing for normality. First, 

scatterplots of social support subscales (i.e., appraisal, belonging, tangible, and overall social 

support) against cIMT segments (i.e., common, bifurcation, and internal) were examined. Visual 

examinations of these scatterplots indicated that the social support and cIMT variables had non-

linear relationships; however, all appeared to be monotonic in nature (i.e., as one variable 

increased, the other decreased). Second, a visual examination of scatterplots indicated some 
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outliers in the social support and cIMT segments. Third, Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality of 

residuals were significant (all p’s < .05). Given these assumptions were violated and residual 

data deviated from normality, using a non-parametric Spearman’s rank-order correlation was 

appropriate for the current data.  

 

Moderation Using Regression 

To examine social support as a moderator for racial/ethnic differences in cIMT, 

moderation using regression was. Moderation using regression has several assumptions, 

including linearity, multicollinearity, outliers, homoscedasticity, and normality of residuals. 

First, a scatterplot of social support against all cIMT segments by racial/ethnic group 

demonstrated the assumption of linearity was not met; square root transformations were 

conducted, which did not improve the distribution of variables. Second, there was no indication 

of multicollinearity between predictors, as evidenced by no tolerance values less than .90. 

Worthy to note, a tolerance value less than .01 corresponds to a variance inflation factor (VIF) of 

10, which indicates significant multicollinearity problems (Cohen et al., 2003). Third, an 

examination of box and whisker plots for each cIMT segment revealed several outliers (n = 5 for 

CCA; n = 6 for BIF; n = 8 for ICA). Analyses were conducted with and without outliers, which 

resulted in no differences in the moderation results (i.e., both produced null findings). Moreover, 

square root transformations were performed on each cIMT segment in order to reduce the 

influence of outliers, which also resulted in no significant differences in results. As such, outliers 

were included in the analyses, as their presence and absence resulted in no significant influence 

on the moderation results. Fourth, a visual inspection of scatterplots containing standardized 

predicted versus studentized residual values for all cIMT segments indicated heteroscedasticity, 
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or unequal error variance, suggesting the assumption of homoscedasticity was not met. Lastly, a 

visual examination of Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plots indicated the residuals for each cIMT 

segment were not normally distributed; this was corroborated by significant Shapiro-Wilk tests 

of normality for residuals of each cIMT segments (all p’s < .001). Thus, only two of five 

assumptions of moderation using regression were met, suggesting that any significant 

moderation results should be interpreted with caution. 

 

Inferential Statistics 

 The following section reports the statistical findings of each specific hypothesis proposed 

in the current investigation.  

 

Hypothesis 1 

It was hypothesized there would be racial/ethnic differences in cIMT. More specifically, 

Latinos would demonstrate lower levels of preclinical disease (i.e., cIMT) compared to NHBs 

and NHWs. 

As previously discussed, racial/ethnic differences in cIMT were examined through: 1) 

unadjusted models with no covariates, 2) minimally adjusted models, 3) traditionally adjusted 

models, and 4) selectively adjusted models by using ANOVAs and ANCOVAs. Post-hoc 

comparisons were conducted only when analyses showed significant racial/ethnic differences. 

 

Unadjusted Models 

Three separate one-way ANOVAs were used to explore racial/ethnic differences in 

cIMT. These models were not specified with covariates.  
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Regarding common cIMT, results demonstrated no significant main effect for 

race/ethnicity in common cIMT, F(2, 280) = .709, p = .493, partial η2 = .005 and no post-hoc 

comparisons were conducted. Ancillary post-hoc power analysis revealed this analysis was 

underpowered (1- β = .17). Thus, there were no racial/ethnic differences in common cIMT in the 

unadjusted model.  

Table 2 

Unadjusted One Way ANOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in CCA IMT 

 
Source       df             SS           MS        F              partial η2    p     
 
Between Groups  2     .027            .014          .709               .005    .493  
Within Groups   280     5.34            .019 
 
Total    283     177.78    
Note. N = 283.  
 

In reference to bifurcation IMT, results showed no significant main effect for 

race/ethnicity in bifurcation cIMT, F(2, 257) = 1.28, p = .279, partial η2  = .010 and no post-hoc 

comparisons were conducted.. An ancillary post-hoc power analysis revealed this analysis was 

underpowered (1- β = .28). As such, there were no racial/ethnic differences in bifurcation cIMT 

in the unadjusted model.  

Table 3 

Unadjusted One Way ANOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in BIF IMT 

Source       df             SS           MS        F             partial η2   p   
 
Between Groups  2     .112            .056          1.28               .010    .279  
  
Within Groups   257     11.25          .044 
 
Total    259     231.59    
Note. N = 259.  
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Results showed a significant main effect for race/ethnicity in internal cIMT, F(2, 229) = 

3.12, p = .046, partial η2  = .027. As demonstrated in Table 4, post-hoc analyses using the 

Hochberg’s GT2 procedure, a robust test that works well with unequal samples sizes (Ruxton & 

Beauchamp, 2008), indicated Latinos had significantly higher internal cIMT than NHBs (M = 

.765, SD = .233 v. M = .686, SD = .096, p = .041) but not NHWs (M = .765, SD = .233 v. M = 

.722, SD = .121, p = .247).  Moreover, a post-hoc power analysis revealed this analysis was 

underpowered (1- β = .60). As shown in Table 5, ancillary analyses containing square root 

transformation of the internal cIMT variable were performed and results indicated there were 

marginally significant racial/ethnic differences, F(2, 229) = 2.91, p = .057, partial η2 = .025. In 

the unadjusted model, significant racial/ethnic differences in internal cIMT emerged, such that 

Latinos demonstrating higher internal cIMT values compared to NHBs but not NHW. 

Table 4 

Unadjusted One Way ANOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in ICA IMT 

Source       df             SS           MS        F            partial η2    p 
Between Groups  2     .068            .135          3.12             .027      .046  
 
Within Groups   229     4.96            .022 
 
Total    232     5.10    
Note. N = 232. 
 
Table 5 

Post Hoc Analyses for Unadjusted Adjusted one-way ANOVA with Internal cIMT 

(I) 
Race/Ethnicity 

(J) 
Race/Ethnicity 

Mean 
Difference 

(I-J) 

Standard 
Error p                 

NHW NHB 0.04 0.03 .417 
NHW L -0.04 0.02 .247 
L NHB 0.08* 0.03 .041 

Note. *p < .05. NHW = Non-Hispanic White. NHB = Non-Hispanic Black. L = Latino. 
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Table 6 
 
Ancillary Unadjusted One Way ANOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in the Square Root ICA 
IMT 
 
Source       df             SS           MS        F            partial η2     p  
 
Between Groups  2     .036            .018         2.91             .025       .057   
 
Within Groups   229     1.42            .006 
 
Total    232     168.12   
Note. N = 232.  
 
 
Minimally Adjusted Models 

Three separate one-way ANCOVAs were used to explore racial/ethnic differences in 

cIMT. In these models, age, gender, and BMI were entered as covariates, which make them the 

“minimally adjusted models.”  

Regarding common cIMT, controlling for age, gender, and BMI, no significant main 

effect for race/ethnicity, F(2, 276) = 1.09, p = .339, partial η2  = .008 and no post-hoc 

comparisons were conducted. An ancillary post-hoc power analysis revealed this analysis was 

underpowered (1- β = .24). In the minimally adjusted model, there were no racial/ethnic 

differences in common cIMT controlling for the effects of age, gender, and BMI.  

Table 7 

Minimally Adjusted ANCOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in CCA IMT 

Source       df             SS           MS        F            partial η2     p  
 
Between Groups  2     .033            .016          1.09           .008         .339  
 
Within Groups   276     4.96            .022 
 
Total    282     5.10    
Note. N = 282. Covariates = age, gender, BMI.  
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Controlling for gender and BMI but not age (as age demonstrated differences in 

regression slopes and was not used as a covariate for this segment), results showed no significant 

main effect for race/ethnicity in bifurcation cIMT, F(2, 254) = 1.14, p = .322, partial η2 = .009 

and no post-hoc comparisons were conducted. Ancillary post-hoc power analysis revealed this 

analysis was underpowered (1- β = .25). Taken together, in the minimally adjusted model, there 

were no racial/ethnic differences in bifurcation cIMT controlling for the effects of gender and 

BMI.  

Table 8 

Minimally Adjusted ANCOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in BIF IMT 

Source       df             SS           MS        F             partial η2     p  
 
Between Groups  2     .100            .050          1.14             .009       .322   
 
Within Groups   254     11.21          .044 
 
Total    259     231.09   
Note. N = 259. Covariates = gender, BMI.  
 

Controlling for BMI but not age or gender (as age and gender showed differences in 

regression slopes and were not used as covariates for this segment), results showed a significant 

main effect for race/ethnicity for internal cIMT, F(2, 227) = 3.10, p = .047, partial η2 = .027. As 

shown in Table 9, simple contrast comparisons were conducted and indicated Latinos had 

significantly higher internal cIMT values compared to NH Blacks (M = .765, SD = .235 v. M = 

.685, SD = .096, p = .014) but not NH Whites (M = .765, SD = .235 v. M = .723, SD = .121, p = 

.104). Moreover, a post-hoc power analysis revealed this analysis was underpowered (1- β = 

.59).  
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Table 9 

Minimally Adjusted ANCOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in ICA IMT 

Source       df             SS           MS        F            partial η2     p  
 
Between Groups  2     .136            .068         3.10            .027         .047   
 
Within Groups   227     4.96           .022 
 
Total    232     126.41   
Note. N = 231. Covariates = BMI.  
 
Table 10 

Simple Contrasts for Minimally Adjusted one-way ANOVA with Internal cIMT 

(I) 

Race/Ethnicity 

(J) 

Race/Ethnicity 

Difference 

(I-J) 

Standard 

Error 

p                 

     

NHB L -0.08 0.03 .014 

NHW L -0.04 0.03 .104 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
Note. *p < .05. Covariates = BMI. NHW = Non-Hispanic White. NHB = Non-Hispanic  
Black. L = Latinos.  
 

As demonstrated in Table 11, ancillary analyses were conducted using square root 

transformations for the internal cIMT segments and results indicated marginally significant 

racial/ethnic differences in internal cIMT, F(2, 227) = 2.89, p = .058, partial η2 = .025 and no 

post-hoc comparisons were conducted. An ancillary post-hoc power analysis revealed this 

analysis was underpowered (1- β = .56). In the minimally adjusted model, there were 

racial/ethnic differences in internal cIMT controlling for the effects of BMI; however, findings 

should be interpreted with caution, as statistical assumptions were violated. 
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Table 11 
 
Ancillary Minimally Adjusted ANCOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in the Square Root ICA 
IMT 
 
Source       df             SS           MS        F            partial η2     p  
 
Between Groups  2     .036            .018         2.89            .025        .058   
 
Within Groups   227     1.42            .006 
 
Total    232     167.40   
Note. N = 232. Covariates = BMI.  
 
 
Traditionally Adjusted Models 

Three separate one-way ANCOVAs were used to explore racial/ethnic differences in 

cIMT. In these models, five traditional CV risk factors (i.e., age, diabetes, smoking status, 

systolic blood pressure, and BMI) were used as covariates.  

Regarding common cIMT, controlling for traditional CV risk factors, no significant main 

effect for race/ethnicity emerged, F(2, 266) = 1.31, p = .271, partial η2 = .010 and  no post-hoc 

comparisons were conducted. An ancillary post-hoc power analysis revealed this analysis was 

underpowered (1- β = .28). Thus, there were no racial/ethnic differences in common cIMT 

controlling for traditional CV risk factors.   

Table 12 

Traditionally Adjusted ANCOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in CCA IMT 

Source       df             SS           MS        F             partial η2     p   
 
Between Groups  2     .040            .020          1.31             .010        .271   
 
Within Groups   266     4.03            .015 
 
Total    274     172.41  
Note. N = 274. Covariates = age, diabetes, smoking, systolic blood pressure, BMI.  
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Controlling for traditional CV risk factors, no significant main effect for race/ethnicity 

emerged, F(2, 243) = .280, p = .657, partial η2 = .002 and no post-hoc comparisons were 

conducted. An ancillary post-hoc power analysis revealed this analysis was underpowered (1- β 

= .09). As such, there were no racial/ethnic differences in bifurcation cIMT controlling for 

traditional CV risk factors.   

Table 13 

Traditionally Adjusted ANCOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in BIF IMT 

Source       df             SS           MS        F            partial η2     p  
 
Between Groups  2     .021            .010          .280           .002         .657   
 
Within Groups   243     9.10            .037 
 
Total    251     224.27    
Note. N = 251. Covariates = age, diabetes, smoking, systolic blood pressure, BMI.  
 

In reference to internal cIMT, controlling for traditional CV risk factors, no significant 

main effect for race/ethnicity, F(2, 216) = .280, p = 1.57, partial η2 = .014 and no post-hoc 

comparisons were conducted. An ancillary post-hoc power analysis revealed this analysis was 

underpowered (1- β = .33). Hence, there were no racial/ethnic differences in internal cIMT 

controlling for traditional CV risk factors.   

Table 14 

Traditionally Adjusted ANCOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in ICA IMT 

Source       df             SS           MS        F             partial η2    p  
 
Between Groups  2     .062            .031          1.57            .014       .212   
 
Within Groups   216     4.30            .020 
 
Total    224     121.77    
Note. N = 224. Covariates = age, diabetes, smoking, systolic blood pressure, BMI.  
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Selectively Adjusted Models 

Additional analyses were conducted in order to identify covariates significantly 

associated with cIMT variables. Covariates were selected based on whether there were 

significant associations with cIMT segments. Furthermore, three separate ANCOVAs were 

conducted and models specified with segment-specific covariates that emerged from the 

intercorrelational matrix. The reader is referred to Tsble 24 Appendix B for the correlations 

between covariates and each cIMT segment.  

In terms of common cIMT, segment-specific covariates that emerged were age, 

household income, hypertension, current smoking status, and cholesterol. Controlling for 

segment-specific covariates, there was no significant main effect for race/ethnicity in common 

cIMT, F(2, 256) = 1.99, p = .139, partial η2 = .015 and no post-hoc analysis comparisons were 

conducted. An ancillary post-hoc power analysis revealed this analysis was underpowered (1- β 

= .50). In the adjusted model, there were no racial/ethnic differences in common cIMT 

controlling for the effects of segment-specific covariates.    

Table 15 

Selectively Adjusted ANCOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in CCA IMT 

Source       df             SS           MS        F             partial η2    p  
 
Between Groups  2     .059           .030          1.99            .015         .139  
 
Within Groups   256     4.96            .022 
 
Total    264     165.45   
Note. N = 264. Covariates = age, household income, hypertension, smoking, and cholesterol.  
 

In reference to bifurcation cIMT, segment-specific covariates that emerged were age, 

household income, and current alcohol use. Controlling for the segment-specific covariates, there 

was no significant main effect for race/ethnicity in bifurcation cIMT, F(2, 242) = 1.50, p = .226, 
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partial η2 = .012 and no post-hoc comparisons were conducted.. An ancillary post-hoc power 

analysis revealed this analysis was underpowered (1- β = .32). In the adjusted model, there were 

no racial/ethnic differences in bifurcation cIMT controlling segment-specific covariates.  

Table 16 

Selectively Adjusted ANCOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in BIF IMT 

Source       df             SS           MS        F            partial η2     p  
 
Between Groups  2     .093            .046          1.50             .012       .226  
 
Within Groups   242     7.52            .031 
 
Total    248     217.17   
Note. N = 248. Covariates = age, household income, alcohol use.  
 

Concerning internal cIMT, the only segment-specific covariate that emerged was age. 

Controlling for the segment-specific covariates, ANCOVA results showed no significant main 

effect for race/ethnicity in internal cIMT, F(2, 228) = 2.23, p = .110, partial η2 = .019 and  no 

post-hoc comparisons were conducted. An ancillary post-hoc power analysis revealed this 

analysis was underpowered (1- β = .45). In the adjusted model, there were no racial/ethnic 

differences in internal cIMT controlling for the effects of age.  

Table 17 

Selectively Adjusted ANCOVA for Racial/Ethnic Differences in ICA IMT 

Source       df             SS           MS        F                np2          p  
 
Between Groups  2     .088           .044           2.23             .019       .110   
 
Within Groups   228     4.51          .020 
 
Total    232     126.93   
Note. N = 232. Covariates = age.  
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Hypothesis 2 

It was hypothesized that there would be racial/ethnic differences in overall perceived 

social support. More specifically, Latinos would report higher level of overall perceived social 

support compared to NHBs and NHWs. 

A one-way ANOVA was used in order to examine racial/ethnic differences in perceived 

social support. As shown in Table 18, there was no significant main effect for race/ethnicity, F(2, 

280) = 2.18,  p = .139, partial η2 = .015, and  no post-hoc comparisons were conducted. An 

ancillary post-hoc power analysis revealed this analysis was underpowered (1- β = .45). Thus, 

results indicated no evidence of racial/ethnic differences in overall perceived social support.   

Table 18 

Racial Ethnic Differences in Overall Social Support  

Source       df             SS           MS        F             partial η2    p  
 
Between Groups  2     1.19           .059         2.18            .015         .139     
 
Within Groups   280     76.32         .273 
 
Total    283     3315.78   
Note. N = 283. Power = post-hoc power analysis. 
 

In addition to examining overall perceived social support, analyses on the subscales of 

the ISEL were conducted to explore racial/ethnic differences in perceived social support. Three 

separate one-way ANOVAs were used in order to examine racial/ethnic differences in social 

support subscales. Results showed no significant main effect for race/ethnicity for any of the 

ISEL subscales and  no post-hoc comparisons were conducted. Ancillary post-hoc power 

analyses revealed these analyses were underpowered (CCA 1- β = .45; BIF 1- β = .28; ICA 1- β 

= .39). Thus, findings provided no support racial/ethnic differences in social support at the 

subscale level. 
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Table 19 

Racial Ethnic Differences in Appraisal Social Support  

Source       df             SS           MS        F          partial η2      p  
Between Groups  2     2.03            1.01         2.23           .016         .109     
 
Within Groups   280     127.11        .454 
 
Total    283     3469.31   
Note. N = 283.  
 
Table 20 

Racial Ethnic Differences in Belonging Social Support  

Source       df             SS           MS        F          partial η2      p  
Between Groups  2     .855            .437         1.27          .009         .282    .275 
 
Within Groups   280     94.08          .336 
 
Total    283     3187.38   
Note. N = 283.  
 
Table 21 

Racial/Ethnic Differences in Tangible Social Support 

Source       df             SS           MS        F          partial η2      p  
 
Between Groups  2     1.22            .608         1.90         .013          .152     
 
Within Groups   280     89.76          .321 
 
Total    283     3372.57   
Note. N = 283.  
 
 
Hypothesis 3 

Regarding overall sample hypotheses, it was hypothesized that greater perceived social 

support would be associated with lower cIMT in the overall sample.  

Association between social support and cIMT: To examine the relationship between 
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perceived social support and cIMT segments, Spearman’s rank-order intercorrelational matrix 

was used to examine the relationships between overall social support, the ISEL subscales, and 

cIMT due to the non-parametric nature of the data. Moreover, there is directionality in this 

hypothesis (i.e., greater social support, lower cIMT) which required the use of a one-tailed test of 

significance. As seen in Table B.2 in Appendix B, higher ISEL appraisal scores were 

significantly associated with lower bifurcation cIMT, u (rs (260) = -.159, p = .005). Thus, there 

was partial support for this hypothesis.  

 

Hypothesis 4 

It was posited that perceived social support would act as a resilience factor and moderate 

racial/ethnic differences in cIMT in the overall sample.  

To explore this hypothesis, three separate moderation analyses were conducted to test the 

hypothesis of social support (ISEL total scores) as a moderator of racial/ethnic differences in 

cIMT. Using recommendations from Frazier, Tix and Baron (2004), as well as Aiken, and West 

(1991) for moderation using regression, race/ethnicity was dummy coded (two separate groups; 

NH Whites as reference group). Variables were entered into a hierarchical multiple regression, 

where the first block contained dummy coded race/ethnicity variables (i.e., two separate groups, 

including Latino, NHBs; NHWs were used as the reference group in both of these terms), as well 

as the centered social support variable. The second block contained the interaction terms. Results 

are described below for each cIMT segment. Of note, only two of the six statistical assumptions 

for moderation using regression were met and results did not differ with square root 

transformations of each cIMT segments.  
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Moderation Analysis for Common cIMT 

Regarding common cIMT, omnibus test statistics were not significant. As show in Table 

22, the first block of the hierarchical multiple regressions demonstrated no significant main 

effects for race/ethnicity or social support. In the second block, the interactions of race/ethnicity 

and social support were not statistically significant. Thus, there was no evidence of social 

support as a moderator of racial/ethnic differences in common cIMT.   

Table 22 

Moderation Analysis for CCA IMT (n = 283) 

Predictor β p 95% CI 

Block 1 (Reference group: White)     

Blacks  -.036 .560 -.058 - .032  

Latinos  -.068 .271 -.065 - .018  

Social Support (Centered) .016 .792 -.027 - .035  

Block 2: Moderation     

Blacks * Social support (Centered) .022 .756 -.066 - .091  

Latinos * Social support (Centered) -.055 .436 -.114 - .049  

Note. *interaction of racial/ethnic groups and social support. 
 
 
Moderation Analysis for Bifurcation cIMT 

In reference to bifurcation cIMT, omnibus test statistics were not significant. As show in 

Table 23, the first block of the hierarchical multiple regressions demonstrated no significant 

main effects for race/ethnicity or social support. In the second block, the interactions of 

race/ethnicity and social support were not statistically significant. Hence, social support as a 

moderator of racial/ethnic differences for bifurcation cIMT was not demonstrated.  
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Table 23 

Moderation Analysis for BIF IMT Predicted (n = 260) 

Predictor β p 95% CI 

Block 1 (Reference group: White)     

Blacks  -.084 .185 -.120 - .023  

Latinos   -.080 .211 -.107 - .024  

Social Support (Centered) -.082 .190 -.084 - .017  

Block 2: Moderation     

Blacks x Social support .033 .644 -.108 - .175  

Latinos x Social support -.012 .865 -.142 - .120  

Note. *interaction of racial/ethnic groups and social support. 
 
 
Moderation Analysis for Internal cIMT 

Concerning this analysis, omnibus test statistics were not significant. As show in Table 

24, the first block of the hierarchical multiple regressions demonstrated no significant main 

effects for race/ethnicity or social support. In the second block, the interactions of race/ethnicity 

and social support were not statistically significant. Taken together, social support did not 

moderate racial/ethnic differences for internal cIMT.  
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Table 24 

Moderation Analysis for ICA IMT (n = 232) 

Predictor β p 95% CI 

Block 1 (Reference group: White)     

Blacks  -.090 .178 -.087 - .016  

Latinos   .104 .124 -.011 - .087  

Social Support (Centered) -.078 .239 -.060 - .015  

Block 2: Moderation     

Blacks x Social support .033 .657 -.078 - .124  

Latinos x Social support .072 .350 -.051 - .143  
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

Study Findings 

The current study explored racial/ethnic differences in subclinical atherosclerosis and 

examined the possibility of social support as a moderator of this relationship. In line with the 

first hypothesis, there was partial support for racial/ethnic differences in cIMT; however, these 

differences were in the opposite direction, as Latinos demonstrated significantly greater internal 

cIMT compared to non-Hispanic Blacks and Whites. Contrary to the second hypothesis, there 

were no racial/ethnic differences in social support. Regarding the third hypothesis, there was 

partial support for a relationship between social support and cIMT segment, as the appraisal 

subscale of social support was negatively associated with bifurcation IMT. Lastly, social support 

was not a moderator of racial/ethnic differences for any of the cIMT segments.  

Findings of the current study are in line with those from the Multi-Ethnic Study of 

Atherosclerosis cohort. More specifically, Latinos had significantly greater internal cIMT values 

compared to Whites but not Blacks; however, this varied as a function of acculturation and 

socioeconomic status (Lutsey et al., 2008). Broadly, mixed findings emerge in the comparative 

cIMT literature. For example, some evidence demonstrates a cIMT advantage in Latinos 

(Adolphe, Cook, & Huang, 2009; Adolphe, Huang, & Cook, 2011; Brenton et al., 2011; Manolio 

et al., 2008). Moreover, others suggest a cIMT disadvantage (Lutsey et al., 2008). In contrast, 

there is evidence suggesting no significant racial/ethnic differences in cIMT (Takasi et al., 2010; 

D’Agostino et al., 1996; Kim et al., 2011; Carthenon et al., 2005). Worthy to note, none of the 

cited studies conducted a priori analyses to ensure adequate power in their investigations; this 

may be a fruitful area for future research, as the current study illustrates the importance of 
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conducting a priori analyses for racial/ethnic differences in cIMT. Thus, findings of the current 

study are largely contrary to the comparative literature on racial/ethnic differences in cIMT and 

likely reflect a sample-specific difference. 

The current investigation found no racial/ethnic differences in social support. These 

findings are in line with those obtained from a sample of over 3,000 undergraduate non-Hispanic 

White, Black, and Latino students (Flores, Ruiz, Butler, Goans, Hirai, Uchino, & Smith, under 

review). It may be that the social support measure used in the current study “behaved” differently 

for each racial/ethnic group. Indeed, some evidence suggests that items on the ISEL are less 

likely to be endorsed by Latinos and Blacks compared to Whites because the measure may not 

capture the importance of within-family network ties for Blacks and Latinos (Sacco, Casado, & 

Unick, 2010). Lastly, the null findings of the current study extend only to functional support and 

exclude the possibility that there may be racial/ethnic differences in structural support.  

 Findings from the current study suggest that overall social support was not significantly 

associated with any cIMT segment; however, the appraisal subscale, which measured perceived 

availability of confidants, was negatively associated with bifurcation IMT. It is noteworthy to 

mention that there is a small literature base examining the effects of social support on cIMT 

segments. In a study of 281 healthy adults married or living with a marital-like partner, positive 

martial interactions (conceptualized as perceived emotional availability of their partner) were 

associated with lower cIMT (Joseph, Kamarck, Muldoon, & Manuck, 2014). In the Evaluation of 

Subclinical Cardiovascular Disease and Predictors of Events in Rheumatoid Arthritis, higher 

social support was negatively associated with internal IMT (Liu, Szklo, Davidson, Bathon, & 

Giles, 2015). However, higher social support was associated with greater bifurcation IMT in a 

sample of 212 Finish men (Helminen, Rankinen, Mercuri & Rauramaa, 1995). There appears to 
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be a relationship between social support and cIMT but data are lacking on the association 

between social support and specific cIMT segments.  

 Regarding moderation analyses, the current study found no evidence of social support as 

a moderator of racial/ethnic differences in subclinical atherosclerosis. It is worth mentioning that 

there are very few studies testing the stress-buffering hypothesis of social support within the 

context of subclinical atherosclerosis in racial/ethnic communities. The recent Mediators of 

Atherosclerosis in South Asians Living in America (MASALA) Study demonstrated that social 

support was not a moderator of common cIMT or internal cIMT in a sample of 906 South Asians 

(Shah et al., 2016). Thus, data of the current investigation suggest that social support was not a 

moderator of racial/ethnic differences in subclinical atherosclerosis but there is considerable 

need for more adequately powered studies to corroborate this assertion.  

In addition, there is substantial debate in the literature regarding the predictive validity of 

cIMT. For example, meta-analytic evidence found that cIMT increased risk for CAD/CHD-

related events (Lorenz, et al., 2007), whereas other meta-analytic findings indicate that cIMT 

does not provide clinically meaningful risk prediction for CAD/CHD-related events (Des 

Ruijters et al., 2012). Regarding segment-specific risk, evidence suggests that internal cIMT 

performs better that common cIMT at predicting cardiovascular risk (Polak et al., 2011; 

Darabian, Hormuz, Latif, Pahlevan, & Budoff, 2013). This may be due to blood flow differences 

between the common and internal carotid artery (Polak et al., 2011).  

 

Research Implications 

 Consistent with MESA findings (Lutsey et al., 2008), results of the current study suggest 

Latinos experience greater subclinical disease. However, most of the literature on racial/ethnic 
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differences in cIMT suggests Latinos have lower subclinical atherosclerosis compared to Blacks 

and Whites (Adolphe, Cook, & Huang, 2009; Adolphe, Huang, & Cook, 2011; Brenton et al., 

2011; D’Agostino et al., 1966; Manolio et al., 2008). Consistent with lower subclinical disease 

burden, Latinos demonstrate the lowest cIMT progression compared to other racial/ethnic groups 

(Tattersall et al., 2014; Ruiz et al., 2017). It may be that the salutatory effects of social support 

are associated with lower progression of subclinical disease despite high CAD/CHD risk burden 

among Latinos; this may translate to favorable health outcomes downstream, i.e., MI, death 

(Ruiz, Campos, & Garcia, 2016). If this is the case, then higher CAD/CHD burden may not 

correlate strongly with CAD/CHD-related outcomes among Latinos; however, more data are 

needed to test this hypothesis.  

Findings of the current study add to the literature demonstrating the beneficial effects of 

social support on cardiovascular disease (Uchino, 2006).  The current study found that higher 

social support was associated with less subclinical disease specifically at the bifurcation. This is 

important to note, as the limited studies that examine social support and cIMT focus on overall 

cIMT, with few focusing on specific cIMT segments. This strategy does not allow for an 

examination of the directionality and magnitude of association between the different cIMT 

segments and social support. Therefore, findings from the current study extend the documented 

health benefits of social support to the bifurcation of the carotid artery.  

 

Clinical Implications 

The lack of significant findings does not imply there are no clinical implications from this 

research. The current study underscores the importance of adopting a mindful and inquisitive 

approach to understanding health and disease and not assuming universality in biological, 
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psychological, social, political and economic factors that influence health and disease among 

ethnocultural communities (Hartigan, 2010). On a related note, the concept of cultural humility 

in social interactions or provision of clinical services to ethnocultural communities is worth 

mentioning. Cultural humility refers to an approach of critical consciousness, including self-

reflection, acknowledgment that learning is a lifelong process (rather than an endpoint), 

recognizing the inherent power imbalances between healthcare providers and patients, and taking 

active steps to hold institutions accountable to policies and procedures that produce disadvantage 

for those who are underrepresented (Tervalon & Murray-García, 1998). Thus, striving for 

cultural humility has an effect on how clinicians approach clinical care, which is vital to reducing 

racial/ethnic health disparities across the U.S (Yeager & Bauer-Wu, 2013). 

 

Limitations 

There are several methodological issues and limitations in the current study. First, results 

of this study are cross-sectional and collected during phase one of the North Texas Heart Study, 

which precludes an examination of the stability of these findings across time. Second, the sample 

contained mostly non-Hispanic White participants (63.6%), with a higher representation of 

Blacks (16.3%) but lower representation of Latinos (20.1%) compared to U.S. Census data 

(12.5% Black; 38.8% Latino; U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). Relatedly, participants were recruited 

from Texas and results cannot be generalized to racial/ethnic groups in other parts of the U.S. 

Third, findings were from a non-clinical sample without overt clinical manifestations of 

CAD/CHD, which does not allow for generalizability to clinical samples. Fourth, the overall 

sample had somewhat high levels of social support (M = 3.4; range = 1 - 4), which may have 

obscured the effect of social support on cIMT. Fifth, interclass correlational coefficients, which 
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measure inter-reader reliability, were not obtained, as the current investigation is a secondary 

analysis of the larger parent dataset. Sixth, there were missing data for each segment of the 

carotid artery, which reduced the sample size for each cIMT segment (CCA n = 283; BIF n = 

260; ICA n = 232; 100%, 93%, 83% completeness rates, respectively). Considering statistical 

models, those with no adjustments for cardiovascular risk factors demonstrated racial/ethnic 

differences in internal cIMT. However, when all cardiovascular risk factors were included as 

covariates, racial/ethnic variations were fully accounted for; this suggests that the combined 

effects of these factors attenuated racial/ethnic differences in cIMT. Lastly, the current study was 

not adequately powered to detect racial/ethnic differences in common IMT, bifurcation IMT or 

social support. 

 

Conclusion 

Latinos in the current study demonstrated greater subclinical atherosclerosis at the 

internal carotid artery. Furthermore, there were no racial/ethnic differences in social support and 

social support did not moderate racial/ethnic differences in subclinical atherosclerosis in the 

North Heart Texas Study. As a result, findings of the current study suggest that Latinos may have 

greater CAD/CHD disease burden. It may be that epidemiological data suggesting advantageous 

outcomes among Latinos may likely reflect differences in rate of disease progression or that 

disease burden is not strongly related to outcomes in Latinos, i.e., high disease burden does not 

translate to greater CAD/CHD-related events or mortality. In addition, the Latino health paradox 

may be evident only in progression of disease and downstream clinical manifestations of heart 

disease (e.g., MI’s, death) but not for initial CAD/CHD risk factor burden (e.g., hypertension, 
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dyslipidemia). If so, the Latino health paradox may have differential effects at various points of 

the disease course for CAD/CHD-related conditions (Garcia, 2014).  
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APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND THE CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH OF THE NORTH 

TEXAS HEART STUDY 
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Table A.1      
      
Descriptive Statistics of the North Texas Heart Study 
 
      
Variable Frequency  Mean (SD) Range Skewness Kurtosis 
Psychosocial       
Race/ethnicity      

non-Hispanic Whites  180 (63.6%)      
non-Hispanic Blacks  46 (16.3%)     

Latinos   57 (20.1%)     
Gender      

Male  142 (50.2%)     
Female  141 (49.8%)     

Marital Status      
Single, Never Married 63 (22.3%)     

Married 175 (61.8%)     
Living with a partner 12 (4.2%)     

Divorced  28 (9.9%)     
Widowed 4 (1.4%)     

Agea 283 (100%) 42.71 years (12.74) 21 - 70 .124 -.882 
Incomeb 272 (96%) $40,000 - $50,000 <$10,000 - >$250,000  -.899 .282 
ISEL Total (α = .86) 283 (100%) 3.38 (.520) 1 - 4 -.972  .728 
ISEL Appraisal  283 (100%) 3.43 (.677) 1 - 4 -1.19 .833 
ISEL Belonging  283 (100%) 3.30 (.580) 1 - 4 -.652 -.167 
ISEL Tangible  283 (100%) 3.41 (.568) 1 - 4 -.824 .196 

(table continues) 
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Variable Frequency (%)  Mean (SD) Range Skewness Kurtosis 
Behavioral       
Current smoking (%)c 19 (6.8%)     
Current alcohol use (%)d 208 (74%)     
      
Medical/biological       
Diabetes medication (%)e 14 (4.9%)     
Hypertension status (%)f 72 (25.9%)     
Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP) 268 (95%) 139.67 (22.03) 100 - 196 .464 -.314 
Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP) 268 (95%) 82.94 (12.84) 45 – 121 .389 .209 
BMIg 282 (99.6%) 29.52 (6.41) 17.59 - 51.01 .795 .404 
Total Cholesterolh 283 (100%) 187.92 (36.24) 105 - 328 .448 .525 
Fasting Blood Glucose  281 (99.2%) 90.81 (16.52) 65 – 267 5.31 48.56 
Triglycerides 283 (100%) 113.35 (62.67) 33 – 454 1.82 4.70 
Tumor necrosis factor-α  (log) 282 (99.6%) 2.58 (.551) -.64 - 3.91 -1.90 6.14 
Interleukin-6 (log) 249 (88%) .462 (.845) -3.22 - 2.99 -.710 4.04 
C-reactive protein (log) 281 (99.2%) .60 (1.16) -2.90 - 3.39 -.222 -.386 
CCA IMT (mm) 283 (100%) .78 (.138) .58 - 1.63 1.63 5.43 
BIF IMT (mm) 260 (92%) .92 (.210) .53 - 2.27 1.87 7.63 
ICA IMT (mm) 232 (82%) .73 (.149) .43 - 1.88 3.12 18.30 
      
Note. ISEL = Interpersonal Support Evaluation List. BMI = Body Mass Index. CCA = common carotid artery. BIF = bifurcation. ICA = Internal carotid 
artery. IMT = intima media thickness. log = log transformation. mm = millimeters. Racial/ethnic differences: aF(2, 280) = 10.81, p < .001, η 2 = .072; 
Whites = Latinos > Blacks. bF(2, 269) = 12.95, p < .001, η 2 = .09; Whites = Latinos > Blacks. cF(2, 277) = .810, p = .446, η 2 = .006. dF(2, 278) = 1.08, p 
= .342, η 2 = .008; eF(2, 280) = .904, p = .406, η 2 = .006; fF(2, 275) = 1.83, p = .163, η 2 = .013; gF(2, 279) = 4.43, p = .013, η 2 = .031; Blacks > Latinos > 
Whites. hF(2, 280) = 5.05, p = .007, η 2 = .04; Whites > Latinos > Blacks. 
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Table A.2 
 
Ranges from the AHA Statistical Update Report for Cardiovascular (CV) Health Indicators (Mozzafarian et al., 2015) 
 
CV Indicator Ideal Intermediate Poor     
      
SBP <120 mmHg 120-139 mmHg >140 mmHg   
      
DBP <80 mmHg 80-89 mmHg >90 mmHg   
      
Smoking Never or quit > 12 mo  Quit < or = to 12 mo Currently smoke   
     
BMI 25 kg/m2 25-29.9 kg/m2 > or = 30 kg/m2  
      
Cholesterol <200 mg/dL 200-239 mg/dL > or = 240 mg/dL   
      
Blood Glucose <100 mg/dL 100-125 mg/dL > or = 126 mg/dL   
      
Triglycerides <149.9 mg/dL  None >150 mg/dL    
      

Physical Activity 

>150 min/wk 
moderate or >75 
min/wk vigorous or 
150 min/wk moderate 
+ 2x vigorous  

<150 min/wk 
moderate or <75 
min/wk vigorous or < 
150 min/wk moderate 
+ 2x vigorous None   

           
Note. SBP = systolic blood pressure. DBP = diastolic blood pressure. BMI = Body Mass Index.  
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Figure A.1. Cardiovascular health indicators of the North Texas Heart Study following the 
American Heart Association’s metrics of cardiovascular health (Mozaffarian et al., 2015). 
Percentages are shown.  
 

 
Figure A.2. Side-by-side comparison of the six cardiovascular health indicators found in the 
North Texas Heart Study (NTHS) and the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey 
(NHANES) of 2011-2012 (Mozaffarian et al., 2015). Percentages are shown. BMI = body mass 
index. PA = physical activity. BP = blood pressure. BG = blood glucose. 
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APPENDIX B 

CORRELATIONAL ANALYSES 
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Table B.1 

Pearson Product Intercorrelational Matrix of Cardiovascular Risk Factors and cIMT Segments (n = 283) 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1. Age - 
2. Income .382** - 
3. Diabetes .186** -.005ns - 
4. BMI -.046ns .008ns  .126* - 
5. Alcohol -.214** -.006ns -.097ns .018ns - 
6. Smoking -.180** -.245** -.062ns .047ns .107ns - 
7. Cholesterol .277** .094ns -.066ns -.094ns 60ns .031ns - 
8. Hypertension .219** .042ns .127* .168** -.079ns .131* .021ns - 
9. CCA IMT .447** .231** .082ns .004ns -.100ns -.161** .209** .188** - 
10. BIF IMT .425** .157* .012ns -.021ns -.181** -.102ns .116ns .119ns .635** - 
11. ICA IMT .313** .129ns .031ns .028ns -.059ns -.057ns .099ns .100ns .449** .489** - 

Note. **p < .001. * p < .05. ns = not significant. CCA = Common carotid artery. BIF = Bifurcation. ICA= Internal Carotid Artery. IMT = Intima-media 
thickness.  
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Table B.2 

Intercorrelational Matrix of Social Support and cIMT using Spearman Rank Order Correlations (n = 
283) 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1. ISEL Appraisal - 
2. ISEL Belonging .536** - 
3. ISEL Tangible .655** .568* - 
4. ISEL Total .844** .819** .869** - 
5. CCA IMT -.028ns .033ns .033ns .015ns - 
6. BIF IMT -.159** .022ns -.020ns -.056ns .668** - 
7. ICA IMT -.086ns -.090ns -.082ns -.093ns .498** .501** - 

Note. **p < .001. * p < .05. ns = not significant. CCA = Common carotid artery.  
BIF = Bifurcation. ICA = Internal carotid artery. ISEL = Interpersonal Support Evaluation List. 
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